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CHAPTER I

INTCUOTION

Rationale for Study

In the study and the teaching of the English language,

there seems to exist a substantial body of conservative
opinion held together by a number of unexamined as-
sumptions. One of these is the vague notion that
somewhere somehow there is an authority who has decreed
what's right and what's wrong in language. Another is
that logic rules (two negatives make an affirmative,
and so on). Still another is that change means deteri-
oration. And still another is that when two language
forms communicate the same meaning (farther-further,
less-fewer), one form must be right and the other wrong.
And finally that "formal" English . . . is always pref-
erable to the kind of English that most people use most
of the time to carry on most of the affairs of the world.

The object of this thesis is neither to uphold the sacred

cows of traditionalist grammar nor to forge a way for a liberal

philology. It does, however, examine "the kind of English

that most people use most of the time," that is, the idiom

of the language, and specifically the phrases and expressions

that compose idioms.

The field of idiomatic usage has been examined rather

extensively as the bibliography reveals. Is there then justi-

fication for further discussion in the field?

1Paul Stoakes, "The Vexed Problem of English Usage,"
Florida Engish Journal, I, No. 11 (September, 1965), re-
printed in or. Sd, XLII, No. 4 (March, 1967), 1-5.
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Were language a static entity, one inclusive study of

any given topic would suffice to give whatever information

might later be sought. However, because language is a con-

stantly changing phenomenon and because usage and folksy

expressions change more rapidly than any other facets, a

contemporary examination of expressions will always serve

to discover new usages, find by their absence those ex-

pressions which are dying, and provide those interested

in the. history of the language a record of the transient

expressions that have occurred in a certain period.

Furthermore, most studies of idiomaticity are concerned

with "correct" idiom--expressions, phrases, and what-not

that are accepted as standard, colloquial, or slang. This

study does not propose to reiterate what many others have

done; rather, it is concerned with unaccented idiom--phrases

and complete expressions that reveal peculiar twists given

the standard idiom by writers of modern-day English. Here,

there is no concern with the terms tanrd, colloquial,or

M, but only with the unusual, as contrasted with the

sanctioned, idiom.

There is also an immediate, pragmatic application of

timely studies of idiom. Because one of the objectives of

the study of English grammar is to create conformity to so-

cially acceptable standards of speech and writing, and in the
belief that one's idiomatice usage should conform to the word
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links generally acceptable," 2 a study of current idiom can

reveal non-standard trends in communication, making an in-

structor more alert to such tendencies and forewarning him

against problems which may be encountered in student papers.

"Since idioms . . . are really formulas rand) should be

used in their standard form,"3 an instructor might well

update his textbook on the basis of a. recent study of idiom,

deleting non-accepted expressions which are no longer ap-

parent in common usage and adding newly arisen or previously

overlooked expressions.

However, "rightness" and "wrongness" have no place in

what follows. This thesis is not intended to be didactic.

It is merely exploratory, observing what is as opposed to

what is taught. If a didactic purpose is achieved, it will

have to be injected by the user of the. information,.

In addition to the need for current lists of idiomatic

usages, there is a need for an inclusive, acceptable defi-

nition of the term id;om. Chapter Two discusses the various

meanings that have evolved for j4ig, and the large number

of different explanations indicates that no one of them

has been found to be universally complete or sufficient.

h carry Shaw A Comnlete Course in Freshman Eglish
5th ed. (New YorA,Th1 f95; 4K.~~X

3Porter G. Perrin Writer's Gui|e and Md to ELish,
4th ed. (Chicago, 19651,.342. ~
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Source of Material

The lists of idiomatic expressions contained in this

study have been compiled from an examination of the papers

of approximately five thousand students, mostly freshmen,

attending North Texas State University between 1958 and

1968. To the greatest extent possible, errors attributable

to careless spelling, ignorance of accepted grammatical

form, and accidental omission have been excluded by con-

sidering only those variant forms that appear more than

once in a student paper or that appear in the writing of

more than one student. Subsequent observations made over

a period of one year at Robertson (senior) High School in

Las Vegas, New Mexico, andover an equal period at the Pueblo

Army Depot, Colorado, have reinforced the decision to in-

clude most of the examples herein; it was found that many

appear in the speech and writing of both high school students

and adults in these locations, indicating that the "fractured

idioms" observed in the student compositions are gaining

some currency among speakers and writers elsewhere. To

maintain the validity of the study, however, no specific.

examples have been included from any source other than stW-

dent papers at North Texas State University.

Of course, it was not possible to identify each stu-

dent's geographical or ethnic background, and thus some

expressions found may have been "imported" from other areas

or may be peculiar to a particular cultural group. The
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findings represent an attempt to collect samples as repre-

sentative as possible of the idiomatic usages of college

freshmen, and no attempt has been made to represent only

a certain linguistic group. It should be recognized, there-

fore, that some constructions, appearing as idiomatic

variants when examined against the background of northeast

Texas dialect, may be usual in other geographic: areas.

Unfortunately, the linguistic geography of the Southwest

has been scarcely explored, and as yet it is difficult to

distinguish dialectal from idiomatic variants. This diffi-

culty is attested by Lado's statement that

the grammatical structure of a language is best
attested in spoken communication among the speakers
of a language community. But even in the spoken
language we observe variations regionally, socially,
in different 4 types of communication, and in indivi-
dual styles.

Definitions of idiom

To give some indication of the variety of definitions,

for idiom that one may encounter when approaching the subject,

the Appendix contains abbreviated definitions gleaned from

various sources consulted in the course of this study. It

should provide both a ready reference to definitions and

an indication, through the quality and comprehensiveness

of the definition, of the quality of the source, which may
be of some assistance to those doing further research in

this area.

1 Robert Lado, 4Injuistics 4gcoss Cultures (Ann Arbor,1957), p. 71.



CHAPTER II

EXPLANATION OF IDIOM

As evidenced by the variety and number of statements

attempting to define the term tQim, there has not been

developed any consolidated, inclusive and concrete defi-

nition for thee term. Part of the problem lies in the fact

that idiom can refer to several different types of word1

groups. Certain complete expressions have become a set

part of English and are referred to as idioms. On the other
hand, the customary use of a certain preposition after a
particular verb also constitutes an idiom.

Many dictionary definitions of idiom approximate those
of the Oxford English Dictionary in its third and fourth

denotations:

3. The specific character,, property or genius of anylanguage; the manner of expression which is naturalor peculiar to it.

4, A form of expression, grammatical construction,
phrase, etc., peculiar to a language; a peculiarity

ord, as it is used throughout this thesis, accordswith thedefinition given by Leonard Bloomfield, Langxage
(New York, 1933), p. 178: "A free form which consists en-tirely of two or more lesser free forms, as, for instance,
oo.r John, ... is a Prase. A free form which is not aphrases a word. A word, then, is. a free form which doesnot consist eiTely of (two or more) lesser fret forms;in brief, a word is a minimum f rm.

6
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of phraseology approved by the usage of the language
and often having a signific option other than its
grammatical or logical one. 4

Certainly, the weight of verbage used attempting to

define Idiom is not inconsiderable. In a recent book (1962),
Edward Sagarin defines idioms as

the words and phrases that are neither blasphemous nor
dirty, but have slanglike inelegance. They are homey
expressions that have not gained wide acceptance by
that amorphous and unofficial"academy" that seeksto
rule the English language.

Though not precisely a definition, the following remarks

about idioms seem to provide one of the best descriptions of

the elusive phrases

It cannot be denied that many of the words which we
employ are relatively aimless and owe their place inspeech mainly to historical reasons . . . *Words
originally separate, and still found with their own
indicative force and utility in other contexts, tend
to combine and to form set phrases. Such phrases
[Ia. ,, attach importance to, lay store by are to
all intents and purposes compound words. . . . A
these expressions come to the speaker ready-made.

Simeon Potter's definition of idiom, published in 1960,
expresses the idea of illogic often associated with the set

phrases:

Languages vary considerably in their use of idioms
or "private turns of phrase"--idiotisms as they were

2 Idiom," : Eglish DictionaY, edited by JamesA. R. Murray, Henry Bradley, W. A. Craigie, and C. T. Onions,(Oxford, 1933), Section 1, pp. 20-21.
3 Edward Sagarin, j Anatomyf U-Drt7 Words (New York,

1962), p. 37.

4 Sir Alan Gardiner, The Theoy of e and Language)2nd ed. (Oxford, 1960), p.Th3.
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called in seventeenth century English, French -igo-
fisepSGermanQSpragheizentdmlichkeitn "language
peculli-rities."I diozs are formsofexpression ap-
proved by usage, but often ungrammatical and illogical.
Some have been inherited from older periods of the
language. . . . Others arise from contamination of
two syntactic structures. . . . Others again result
from ellipsis of some phrase or clause, however un-
mindful the speaker may be of anything omitted or
suppressed. . . . Many idioms have their beginnings
in picturesque metaphors . . cori express a dif-
ferent way of viewing a situation. .-.-.

A much more succinct and time-honored definition states:

"An idiom is a form of expression so peculiar to a single

language that it doesn't make sense if translated literally

into another." 6  Another grammarian expresses the. same idea

in these words "An idiom , . . is a particular expression

characteristic of one language but not found in others. The

test of an idiom is that it cannot be translated into another

language and remain natural and characteristic."? Yet

another states that an idiom is "the manner of expression

characteristic of a language."8 However, these sorts of

definitions are somewhat too limited to account for all the

types of phrases that can be construed as idioms. Also,

16imeonPotter,an e in the Modern World (Baltimore
196o), pp. iJ42-143.

6 Louise E. Rorabacher, A Concise Guide to gmpjajion,
2nd ed. (New York, 1956), p. a77.

7Dana 0. Jensen, R. Morell Schmitz, and HenryF. Thoma,
Mod rn 9 MfositionD nd Rhitora rev. ed. (Boston, 1941),
P, 433.

8 irginia Shaffer and Harry Shaw, McGraw-Hill Handbook
of English, 2nd ed. (St. Louis, 1960), aP7
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these common definitions are far from being completely

accurate even for established forms of expression.

The time-worn statement that an idiom is an expression

that cannot be translated into another language9 is simply

not tenable. The French "Lieux vaut tard que jamais" is a

literal rendering of "Better late than never"; "Je y A de

Paris" is the same as "I come from Paris"; and "Je a

Paris" is the same as "I am going to Paris." In Spanish,

"Que seri, saeri" is literally "What will be, will be."

A slightly more inclusive definition is evident in

the statement that

an idiom is an expression peculiar to a language.
An idiom may be (it is not always so) irrational,
untranslatable, even ungrammatical. Many idioms
border on slang' many of the idioms now accepted
as part of the language were roundly denounced by
cultivated bt squeamish English gentlemen of a
former day.'

If one wants a more commonly used definition, he can

always find that "idioms, are phrases with special meanings

dif ferent f rom the sum of the meanings of the ordss that

make them up."" 1

Note especially the contradiction existing between

Hook and Mathews' definition (immediately below) and

those of the authors following them. According to Hook,

9 Rorabacher, p. 276.
10John M. Kierzek and Walker Gibson, The Macmillan

Handbook o 2h 4th ed. (New York, t9IT,Tp.349T
1 1Floyd C. Watkins, Edwin T. Martin and William B.Dillingham, Pracjical English handbook, 2nd ed. (Boston,

1965), p. 179.
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"Substandard English is not idiomatic, it deviates from the

usage of the people whom it is customary to call cultivated,

or it is limited to a comparatively small geographical area. U12

On the other hand, contrast Brander Matthews' statement

that "the grammarian, the purist, the pernicketty stickler

for trifles', is the deadly foe of good English, rich in

idioms and racy of the soil." 13  Gorrell and Laird, also,

would probably look askance at Hook's, prescriptivism, for

they note that idioms are but crystallized speech habits

and that, sincee idioms grow from speech habits, they may

change with time and place. . . . The appropriateness of

many idioms, therefore, is hard to determine."tk

Some philologists att empt to sidestep the problem of

definition completely by describing idiomss from a structural

approach. Yakov Malkiel is representative of this group,

and his statement ably summarizes the inadequacies and lack

of clarity and agreement found in the hodge-podge of defi-

nitions, only a scant few of which have been presented above:

One does; well to steer clear of any reference to the
ill-defined category of idiomsI" or phraseological
formulas. These have been variously spoken of as
sequencies: yielding imperfectly to grammatical analysis,
as passages strikingly rebellious to literal trans-
lation, . . . as semi-autonomous pieces of congealed

12J. N.Hook and E. G. Mathews, d gjian mm
and U (New York, 1956), p. 53.

13Brander Matthews, Aeri2anismadBrtishi ms (New
York, 1892), p. 5.

1 Robert H. Gorrell and Charlton Laird, Modern E Av
ULat, 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliff s, N. J., 1967wp
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syntax, . . . as word groups whose aggregate meaning
cannot be fut ly predicted even from a thorough know-
ledge of each ingredient, . . . and, in stylistic or
aesthetic terms, as cliches, 1,. ,, as combinations
once suffused with fresh metaphgic vigor, but grad-
ually worn thin by dint of use.

One common feature of all idioms, however, is that

their forms develop from popular usage. They cannot be

determined by logic, nor do the set expressions always

retain their meanings when examined as to the denotations

of their component words. To decry an expression as "unidi-

omatic," therefore, is to say that popular usage is

unidiomatic; since it is usage that determines idiom, any

denunciation of a phrase implies that a standard has not

been met, but there simply is no such infallible standard.

In considering whether the examples in the following

chapters belong in the realm of idiom, one must bear in

mind that the key to such a determination is usage, and

that usage, rather than grammaticality, determines the

idiomaticity of an expression. An idiom, then, is an ex-

pression of one or nore words which is used and understood

by speakers or writers of one or more dialect areas and

which sounds natural to and can be used naturally by those

speakers or writers without the necessity of grammatical

analysis. A variant idiom is an expression capable of

being understood and used without seeming artificial in

15Yakov Malkiel, "Studies in Irreversible Binomials,"
Lingua, VIII, No. 2 (Yay, 1959), 113.
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the natural context of a language but which has not yet

gained acceptance throughout a speech community and, thus,

does, not yet seem natural. It may be natural to its user's

idiolect or it may be newly created, but in either case it

has the potential of gaining wider acceptance because,

though not in common use, it is at least not alien to the

patterns of the entire speech community. Were the expression

to sound completely alien to the pattern of the language,

it would be suspected of violating grammaticality rather

than idiomaticity.



CARTER III

ARTICLES

It is sometimes said that such relatively insigni-
ficant words ras articles] are grammatical tools.
But the function of tools is to achieve some spe-
cific end. This is precisely what, in many cases,
the article does not do, or at all- events does onlyin a very slight and uncertain degree. Often it
is mere useless.. ballast, a habit or mannerism ac-
cepted by an entire speaking community.';

In the sense that it is a habit, not necessarily a

logical necessity, the article can very well be said to

compose an idiomatic construction, Consider the example

given by Makkait

In an idiom such as to kick the bucket the definitive
article the is compulsory; o kick a bucket is no
longer affTdiom but a liter phrase.. To kick
the buckets would no longer be the idiom. 2

The variant quality of the "article-idiom" can occur

in three ways the article may be omitted, causing an

awkward sounding construction; it may be inserted where it

is. not needed; or the article may not be the one normally

used in such a construction. Since the article is functionally

1 Sir Alan Gardiner, TThy e and . MLanga,
2nd ed. (Oxford, 1960), p747.

2dam Makkai "Idiom Structure in Englisht unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Yale University, New Haven, Connetticut,
1966, p. 43.

13
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a "noun marker, "3 it cannot be said to be grammatically in-

correct as long as it appears before a noun; yet, if the

article used appears unnatural, then the situation must be

one of idiomaticity.

Omitted Articles

1. We strove with the problems that had come to A
surface.

2. We try to teach them our way of government in A
hope that they ill realize how it can work for them,

3. If a person lives in an apartment, he has A free-
dom that a college student deserves.

4. The shape of windows has changed very much through A
years.

5. There are three most commonly recognized extremists;the firat of A three is the political extremist,

6. 1 am also going to try to complete the four hours
prescribed by A Physical Education Department.

7# It will help the student body by continuing to
provide A best in educational facilities.

8. My wife will be able to dress in anything she wants
to around A house.

A.or An

1. She is a short girl and weighs A hundred and ten
pounds.

2. 1 will buy us a car and A home.

3 Waldo B. Sweet "A Quick Look at English," reprinted
in Introdutor Rgadings on age, edited by Wallace L.
Andersontand rman C. Stagebergiew York, 1962), p. 412.



3. 1 was required to use my own judgement in making A
decision.

(This example might also be placed under "Lack of Suffix,"

page 77, if decision is thought of as plural.)

4. They get someone to help them like a friend, A
teacher, or a tutor.

5 There isa fee for damage books, dormitory, meals,
and A hundred other little things4

6. I do not look for such A group or for a place to
drink a glass of beer.

(As with the third example above, this might fall into the

"Lack of Suffix" category if group is thought of as plural;

however, the obviously singular Place indicates that the

informant is thinking in the singular.)

7. The politics today are A contest of conservatism
versus liberalism.

(The initial ,t'he causes this sentence to fall in the "Unneeded

Articles" class as well.)

8. We go to A university in order to get married.

9. It is very old fashioned to go to A University just
for getting A education.

10. We pretend that we want to get A higher education.

11. He will have to give an oral or A written book
report.

12. Her voice was sicking Csic especially after lis-tening to her for a sic j hour and A half.

13. If farmers did not have some education, they
couldn't makeAreasonable living.

14. At the start of the semester he started takingA
active part. ^
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Unneeded Articles

The

1. If an individual has enough desire to attend college
there are many ways he may aquire Esic 3 the, funds.

(The tends to make a following noun definite and specific;

in this case, use of the would have sounded more idiomatic

had funds. been followed by a limiting phrase, such as to

do so.)

2. The cleaning up af t er eating is no problem.

3. 1 would have no problems in going to college
because of the lack of money.

4. The weekend before Christmas seems to attract the
multitudes of late Christmas shoppers.

5. The politics today are cai contest of conservatism
versus liberalism.

6. They do not consider the ratio of the grammar to
the literature.

7. There are more students enrolling in the colleges
and universities every year.

8. Confusion is the greatest mark against the dormitory
life.

9. Apartments have more advantages than do the
dormitories.

10. The English should be learned by everyone.

11. The technology means applying these sub-fields to
obtaining data.

12. Psychology is the essential to education.

13. Many of the people fall in love for physical
reasons alone.

(The context from which this is taken indicates that peopj

is a general term, no particular persons or specific groups
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being considered; hence, .indicates a non-existent

specificity. The presence of 2L does not alter the syn-

tactical structure of the idiom and does not really create

a need for a different classification.)

14. California has more to offer in the respect to
entertainment.

15. The country and western is by far the most well
liked type of music today.

16. During your growing up stage you have to learn
the right from wrong.

17. The art, English, psychology, and physical edu-
cation will bring many men and women well paying jobs.
The art is one course in college which everyone should
know a little bit about. The art will teach the per-
son to enjoy music and drama. The English will teach
students to write and read in an educated manner. The
physical education teach E sie3 students to play games.

(These sentences, reproduced in their original context,

illustrate a problem often faced by students whose native

language demands that each noun be preceded by a definite

article. In the southwestern United States, Spanish-

speaking students seem to have a strong tendency to place

the before all nouns not otherwise modified. Surprisingly

enough, however, the author of these sentences bears an

English surname.)

18. I have a pickup truck that I am going to give to
the M. Y. F. for the use in the church.

19. He had bad colds all the winter long.

1. There is a cost to college.
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2. Some haven't had a good high school and junior high
English teachers.

3. All three types of students must buy books and pay
a tuition.

+, Here I watch the passersby with a great enthusiasm.

5. The student should take advantage of the chance to
go to a college.

(The context shows that the informant is speaking of getting

an education, hence, of "going to college.")

6. My father asked me why I wasn't taking a math.

7. There was a fun in seeing all the people.

(This expression is variant in more than the article; however,

if We had is substituted for There was, the awkwardness of

the article is still apparent.)

8. Now he has to grab a hold of the toe-line tsicj.

9. This movie, though it was a very brutel sic3,
shows lif e as it happens on the waterfronts.

10. The temperature was a hundred degrees in the shade,but the bad part about that twas that) I wasn't even
close to a shade.

11, 1 have noticed that the people in this state have
a difficulty in selecting the proper verb form when
speaking.

Substituted Articles.

k for An

I. I was a only child.

(In most, though not all, of the following sentences and in

this one, the article a would be idiomatic were it not for

the imposition of an intervening element. As in the foregoing
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section, it seems as though the major noun, rather than its

modifier, is governing the selection of the article.)

2. I finally had a ideel I sic 3 of how it was done.

3. 1 will never again try to think of English as a
easy language.

+. A honest man is a trusted man.

5. As a old saying goes. .. .

6. 1 shall try to become a optimist.

7. We must learn to have a open mind toward politics.

8. He was a outstanding student in journalism.

9. 1 can tell a untruth very easily.

10. Denton is a housing town rather than a industrial
center.

11. If he received a low test grade, he would be
placed in a elementary class.

12. Ann has a operation and gets her sight back.

13. I was always trying to fulfill a emptyness within
me.

A for The

1. What, exactly, is a father's place in a home?

2. In one respect, the student is. responsible for the
things he learns, but this depends on the attitude of
a student.

3. A freedom that is enjoyed by many of us today was
worked hard for.

(The informant is speaking generally of the aggregate free-

doms inherent in a democratic system, not of one particular

practice, though the use of a would seem to indicate this.)
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4. Of course, there is a usual fight between one of
the. girls and two of the boys.

5. Other people feel that cigarette smoking is an
advantage because they become part of a crowd.

(But crowd is here a specific term, ie. i.., the crowd that

smokes,)

An for L

t. There is a lot of money spent for an college edu-
cation.

(Note that in this, as well as in the other examples in this

section, the use of an would be entirely idiomatic were it

not for an intervening adjective or phrase. The writer's

choice of article has apparently been influenced by his

knowledge of the forthcoming noun, an influence obviously

stronger than that of the intervening adjective or phrase,)

2. The same would apply to an college education.

3. Alcohol does not only relax some people but also
makes him Lsic 2 less aware of what he is doing and
gives him an "Wat, me worry?" attitude.

4. The most common bore is the girl who tries to give
an big impression.

The. for A or An

t. I plan to visit the funeral home whenever I get the
chance.

(The indicates a much more specific chance than the one in

this sentence. It would sound more natural if chance were
followed by to do'so or an equivalent modifier.)

2. Some people must get the feeling of extreme power
because they are driving a big car.
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3. Everybody has had bad luck sometime or the other.

4. The college education has the meaning to me of' the
thing I have try C sic 3 to get every L sic)i since I was a
small boy.

(While there are other elements of questionable idiomaticity

in this sentence, the initial the is the article specifically

in question here.)

An examination of the foregoing idiomatic variants will

reveal several interesting syntactic features. In the

section on the as an omitted article, the omission appears.

exclusively before consonants; no instance whatsoever has

been found in which an omission occurs before a vowel or a

vowel sound. Further, this type of omission is rather rare,

accounting for only 36.3 percent of the total idiomatic

variations resulting from the omission of articles. The

specific consonants before which the. is occasionally omitted

are b, , L (as in hope, hfl), p (pfl), . (surface),

t (three) and Y. No consonant seems to be more susceptible

to this than any other, the omissions being distributed

equally.

A is found to be omitted before eight different con-

sonants, c (kJ,,,a1  (gi, , r., j, . and I-. The omission

occurs most often before the voiceless spirant, (hi,

accounting for 62.5 percent of this idiomatic variation.

An is found to be omitted before only two vowels, a and j.

Further, a figures in many more omissions than does n,
comprising 86.6 percent of such omissions, compared to

13.4 percent for an.
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The as an unneeded or superfluous article is found most
often before the consonants EkJ and g and before the

vowels a and e. Each instance of the as an awkward inclusion

before each of these initial letters accounts for 12 percent

of the total occurrence. Other initial consonanta preceded

by an unnecessary iL2 include L, da &, t, , ;, t and ; the

only other vowel occasionally involved is u (as in use).

he accounts for 69.4 percent of the occurrence of all un-
needed articles, and a for 30.6 percent. Interestingly,

no instances could be discovered of an appearing in an ak-

ward, unnecessary position. As far as a is concerned, it
appears bef ore nine different consonants S.c d t , P.illM,
j (as in s t and v. Q and , are found most often
following a superfluous a, constituting 33.3 percent each of
the total occurrences.

In the section dealing with the substitution of the

for a or an, jhe has been found to constitute a variant
construction before words commencing with g (both as [kCj

and as Cs), f, 1 and o, the occurrences being evenly dis-
tributed. Of about the same frequency of occurrence is the
substitution of & for te. Q k3, , .Esl, and are the
only consonants involved in this type of construction, the
distribution again being rather equal. No occurrence of an
being substituted for .the was noticed.

The appearance of an in contexts usually calling for
a is relatively rare. It occurs only before the three
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following sound: [k], b., and t, the (Ik sound being

involved in 50 percent of the instances. In three-fourths

of the occurrences, an would be the appropriate article

were it not for an adjective or an adjective phrase between

the article and the noun it marks, e. ., an college edu-

iation,aanJ"Wh !e Woryl"attitude. It seems as though

the choice of article is being governed in the writer's

mind, not by the following sound, but by the anticipated

sound of the noun that he knows is coming.

The substitution of a for an is found somewhat more

than three times as often as is an for a. A appears as a

variant before words beginning with e, L, 1, and a;
a being involved in 46.1 percent of the occurrences, e in
23.1 percent, i in 15.4 percent, and P and a in 7.6 percent
each. Again, it seems as though the informant often assigns

his article by anticipating the noun to come, . ., ._nl

child, a easy language, a industrial center.

The assumption that the use of articles is idiomatic

in nature derives from the fact that they "have acquired

the ability to fit into a wide variety of everyday contexts,

in which their meaning becomes extremely vague--in fact,
almost wholly dependent on the context."1 In other words,

articles must be examined from a syntactical rather than a

lexical viewpoint, and the order in which various words are

Stewart Robertson and Frederic G. Cassidy, TheDevelopment of Modern Eglish, 2nd ed. (New Jersey,~~1954),



arranged (and their consequent relationships to one another)

is largely a matter of idiomatic usage. Since informality

and variability are characteristic of idiom, there will

always be a latitude of choice on the part of the user.

However, when the article chosen fails to coincide with

the choices made by most speakers, of English, the resulting

expression must be considered a variant of the normal

construction.



CHAPTER IV

AITECTIVES

The idiomatic variants in the following section could,
under a different system of classification, be quite prop-
erly arranged under several different labels. All, however,
have in common the fact that they appear before nouns and
in some way modify, delimit, or otherwise affect the noun

with which they are associated. For the most part, the

adjectives considered here will all fit quite well into
Sweet's distribution frames of "The man arrived"

and "The man is , Some, perhaps, Sweet would term
adjectivals and some, such as the so-called "demonstrative
pronouns,'" he might classify as function words. However,
the fact remains that all have the same syntactical dispersion,
and this is. the primary criterion here in deciding whether
or not a term or phrase is to be labeled an "adjective,t"
for "a word's position * . . is a clue to determining its
class affiliation." 2  Stageberg notes that "words like . .

Waldo B. Sweet "A quick Look at English," reprintedin Introductop Read:rnson Language, edited by Wallace L.Anderson and Norman C. Stage rg (New York, 1962), p. 412.
2 Charles V. Hartung, "The Persistence of Tradition inGrammar "1Readings.in. k2plied English LIAisties, editedby Harold B. Allen, 2nd ed. NewYbtk, 19> Y1.~74.
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this are a constant sources of ambiguity . . . because

they often refer to more than one antecedent. "3 When such

demonstratives have been included here, it is because they

often have no antecedent at all, indicating a specificity

that is really nonexistent. When two words have been sub-

stituted by an informant for what would otherwise have been

a one-word adjective, the resulting group has been considered

an adjective phrase. The other sections following should be

self-explanatory.

Adjective Phrases

ThIts ast is rather frequently found as a substitute
for the adjective last, usually conveying a colloquial and

somewhat slangy tone to the utterance. Consider the fol-

loving examples:

t. I plan to study much more than I did this past year.

2. Because this pass Eusic i year I did nothing. . .

3. That was my biggest mistake this pass sic J year.
The last two examples illustrate a morphological variant
resulting most probably from the influence of pronunciation

on spelling, a powerful influence deriving from the primacy
of speech in language as opposed to writing.4 Morphological

3 Norman C. Stageberg, "Some Structural Ambiguities,"
Readings in Ap English Linguistics, p. 118.

James B. McMillan "Summary of Nineteenth-Century
Historical and Comparative Linguistics," Readin s in.A&plied

4gli-s hinuisties, p. 33.
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variants such as these are more fully considered in a

later section.

An awkward sounding phrase is occasionally formed by

the superfluous inclusion of a demonstrative adjective, as

in:

4. This next semester he will be on the executive
council.

Frequently, nonstandard adjective phrases come into

being from the use of more or most in the comparative and

superlative forms of the adjective in addition to the cor-

responding suffixes, or, in some instances, in lieu of the

usual suffixes. The examples below illustrate both possi-

bilities.

5. This is one of the most simplest accounting systems
in use.

6. It will help me to make my family a living and tohave a more happier lif e,

7. The most happy times are feeling a part of your
friend's life.

8. Telling the truth would be much more better than
lying.

9. Mother says that nothing makes a house look moremessier than clothes lying on the furniture,

10. Chris is the most kind and considerate egoist that
I have ever met.

(Since considerate is the latter element of the compound

adjective phrase, it may have occasioned the use of most

before the phrase, which the student thought of as a whole

rather than as composed of two different types of adjectives.)

11. As I grew, my feet got ticklisher and ticklisher.
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12. Stan is the most easy to get along with, evenest
tempered guy I've ever known.

(Most is apparently thought of as modifying the entire phrase

eaSy to get alo g with rather than the single word gasy;

perhaps even was suffixed in an attempt to diversify the

expression.)

13. 1 get tireder working on this typewriter than
the other.

Other variant adjective phrases come into being through

the inclusion of superfluous words, possibly resulting from

an unconscious desire for emphasis.

14. All people do not have the exact same reactions.

15. There are all different kinds of people with alldifferent kinds of personalities in the world.

16. In my own personal case it has been difficult to
find a job which will meet all the requirements.

17. There are little small foreign cars competing in
the domestic market.

18. During this last past homecoming, he was named
the class president.

Similar to the above adjective phrases are phrases

composed of a one-word adjective and its noun, in which the
lexical meaning of the noun renders the adjective superfluous.

19. He loved her beyond no bounds.

20. 1 would choose a man that would offer me a good
foundation basis on which to begin our marriage.

21. I can take a good lot of this treatment without
becoming angry.

22. We should get to the basic root of his problem.
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23. We need firm, in the clear guidelines,

(A unique adjective phrase not conforming to any of the
foregoing categories seems to have been formed here by the
substitution of a set, perfectly acceptable, idiomatic ex-
pression--in the clea--for the one-word adjective l .
The confusion of the phrase for the word may derive from
the morphological, though not the lexical, similarity of
the adjective and the main word of the phrase.)

Demonstratives Substituted for Articles
Words such as tis, that, tese and hose appear in

accepted idiom to specify particular, individual items that
appear distinct from the general class of such items. Such
demonstratives also create idiomatic variants when they
appear before nouns used in a general, rather than a specific,
sense. This particular usage already seems to be fairly
popular in colloquial and informal speech and may be in-
creasing in frequency and range of occurrence. The situation
is somewhat the same as when Ihe appears in the stead of A
or ~., a phenomenon already observed, but one which does not

seem to be so widespread.

The following sentences demonstrate the use of &hA in
situations where a would seem more appropriate:

1. There is this school that charges sixteen hundreddollars for one semester.

2. Some bargains are honest because the owner istrying to sell his stock so he can get out of thisparticular business,
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3. There was once a case about this man who was
working in a chemical supply house.

Similar in nature, but occurring less frequently, is

the substitution of this for a, as in this example:

4. This event I would like to forget happened over a
year ago when I was in high school.

More frequent than the crowding out of a or a, is the

displacement of the by this when the sentence is not suf-

ficiently demonstrative to warrant the substitution,

5. What does this individual expect to find in college?

6. Many people buy this way because they believe there
will be a chance for them to pay this debt.

7. There is too much loafing in this world today.

8. This girl may have thought she was fooling her
teacher.

9. If this final step is not taken, my troubles will
never be solved.

10. Although I did not like paying this fee, he was
very nice.

11. I always looked at this person and visualized
someone I liked.

12. he is using this criticism in a more ethical way.

13. When they reach this destination they really have
nothing important to accomplish.

14. This other fellow may drive into the intersection,

15. During this last past homecoming, he was named the
class president.

The demonstrative that is also seen to replace the as

the more naturally occurring adjective.

16. All during that week I had practiced the song I
was going to sing,
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V7. Another example of trouble would be when a certain
member of that family had received some type of injury.

Somewhat more rarely, the substitution of the demon-

strative adjective for the article the occurs also in the

plural, as the following examples attest:

18. I like to look out the window where all these
beautiful works. of nature are located.

19. Today's homes are more comfortable than those
homes of years past.

20. These people who have gone into debt find them-
selves in bad trouble.

21, One of the drawbacks that I think could be changed
are those Saturday classes.

22. He was one of those people that talk all over the
world.

23. 1 proceded to take those large, round dry-cell
batteries apart.

24. It is up to the parents to mold these young minds
in such a way that the children will turn into good
adults.

Coined and "Malapropisticft Adjectives

Speakers and writers who are not consciously striving

for standard expression, and especially students writing

under the pressure of a time limit, seem frequently to

create or to appropriate from another context words and

phrases which they believe will most readily convey their

thoughts. This naturally produces an expression unsanc-

tioned by general usage, a variant idiom, to wit:

I. Yates interests are many and wide-ranged.

(kidegprgad is the usual term.)
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2. Heavy abuse of the human body is dangerous.

(Eltreme abuse.)

3. If a person shops he will probably find the same
item at a cheaper price.

(Lover price. )

4. The common everyday person dreams of faraway places
and exotic cars.

(Judging from the tone of the sentence, perhaps Ars is more

out of place than exOte; otherwise, foreign is the adjective

usually associated with cars in "faraway places.")

5. If I pass the medium amount of semester hours to
stay in school, I am going to enter summer school,

(While d might be a "malapropistic" rendering of mn-

mum, the writer may also have had Iyerae in mind, possibly

confusing it with medium.)

6. A football player is a student with a damaged mind
and disordered body.

(This seems to be a case of transposition as well as an

unusual choice of words; disordered would usually appear

before mind, but when damAed is put before , it becomes

apparent that Lnjured is the more commonly accepted term.)

7. Cigarettes work silently and with no visual effects.

(Visible effects.)

8. Many people take great part in both of this [sic I
sports.

( _gj; is here substituted for the more usual . The

use of thA before plural nouns is frequent among Mexican-

American students and may result from the pronunciation of
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the word as [?is3, the same as their pronunciation of these.

The lack of distinction between singular and plural forms

in pronunciation is carried over into writing.)

9. A person who has well-rounded hobbies obtains
respect from other people.

(A person is well rounded, rather than a hobby being so.)

10. That book is too high for me.

(pM~ rather than hj.)

11. He is able to choose the food he wants from a
different assortment.

(Since there is no other assortment mentioned in the paper

from which this sentence was taken, one supposes that the

student is thinking of a larg, , or varied assortment.)

12. There are mass crowds of people in stores just
before Christmas.

(fassiv, , or Ih ; crowds.)

13. 1 have already solved one of my largest troubles.

biggestt problems. is heard much more commonly.)

14. This hour may be as tragic as the Shakespearean
plays, or as romantical as light-falling rain.

(The adjective romantic has metamorphosed into a form that

would fit the same morphological group as practical, rOPal,

musical, pyschological, r amatical, etc. There is nothing

in the sentence to warrant this change, and it may indicate

a trend toward a new idiomatic formation of the adjective.

Perhaps it is a reduction of the accepted adverb romantically.

Similar words, poetical and tragical, are already accepted

by Webster's seventh ew Collegiate D nary,963.)
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15. The rain made visibility short.

(Poor is thea more common term, but the writer may have been

thinking in terms of the actual distance that he could see.)

16.. He can work in a business manner.

(Probably a shortening of the phrase business-like, or per-

haps the result of a foggy mental connection with Profejional.)

17. The sky is gray, and the sun has not appeared
through the overcast clouds.

(Clouds may be the idiomatic offender rather than oercast,

for the writer is thinking of the appearance of the sky,

and overcast is guite an appropriate description of .s2,

It is not, of course, a normal description of clouds since

clouds compose the overcast.)

18. To cheat or not is a very posing question, I am
sure, for most people.

(Serious question? Perhaps the adjective posing is a deriv-

ative of the expression to pom aqu stion.)

19. The job will definitely have a good paying salary.

(The informant's thought may still be influenced by the

word job by the time he reaches the end of the sentence,

for god--or well--paxing iob is quite accepted.)

20. If a child has a well-balanced home to go to, he
is not apt to be a crook when he grows up.

(A person is often said to be well balanced, but a person's

home is usually described simply as d)

21. We saw people working with unmodern equipment.

(Unmodern is thus added, in nonstandard idiom at least, to

a long list of adjectives preceded by un-.)
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22. People who supply literature for such interested
people must have a- mastered understanding in all phases
of literature.

(Interested seems perf ectly normal until one realizes from

the context that the writer means People with auch interests,

while mastered seems to be used in lieu of complete.)

23. I believe that smoking can cause serious health
diseases such as cancer.

(Again, as in example 47 above the noun rather than the

adjective may be at fault; hea th poses no problem simply

by its use as an adjective, but its position before diseases

is neither logical nor idiomatic. The writer may have con-

fused his expression with the common one healthproilems.)

24. Music is becoming a vacant profession.

(This is a good example of how poor selection of morphemes

can make a grammatically correct sentence very ambiguous.

Is; the writer inferring that tije rewards of such a profession

are meaningless, or is it that very few people are entering

the field of music on a professional basis?)

25. The high-paying salaries make music, a high-paying
profession.

(Compare example 19 above.)

26. If the message is sorrow, then discorded sounds
should be utilized.

(Discordant sounds.)

27. If they would only look around them, they would
see the wanton desire of ripples who could walk if
lended Esic 3 that helping hand.

(Perhaps. the problem here is lexical; the informant wishes

to say that cripples 'want very much to walk.)
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28. Discussion must go deeply into the subject and
bring out the composing element.

(Component elements.)

29. Cigarettes are wrong.

(The act of smoking can be wrong,, but the object could be

wrong only in the sense of being physically defective, in

which case an adjective such as defective would be called

for.)

30. One day I would like to forget the three most
faults I have.

(Greatest faults.)

31. Education trains a person and gives him a greater
outlook on life.

(Iproved or broader outlook.)

32. After receiving an arousing round of jeers, the
employees went about their work.

(Assuming that the employees were not sleeping on the job,

the writer probably has confused arousing with rising,

which itself is better associated with cheers than hers.)

33. John Doe would never be found telling real thick
gossip.

(Extremelyhamful, le -detiledverZ interesting?

Even the context from which this sentence was taken did not

completely reveal the meaning of eL ick.)

34 This makes Six Flags Over Texas one of the nation's
coming up tourist stops.

(Com u is a two-word adjective phrase probably condensed

from the larger idiomatic phrase uand coming )

35. I sit back and absorb all the yarns and blown up
tales of yesteryear.
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(Exaggerated, rather than blown up, is the usual description

of such tales.)

36. 1 never missed a day's work at Six Flags which
might show a large interest on my part.

(Great interest.)

37. Y. A. Tittle is a man of elderly age in the field
of football.

(Advanced or old age.)

38. Hot rod racing could have been a very resting
hobby for a person to do.

(Restful hobby.)

39. A person could not go to work in a much faster
time.

(Shorter time.)

40. 1 received retired pay from the U. S. Navy.

(Retirement pay.)

41. The extinction cord shorted out.

(Extension cord.)

42. That's very thoughty of you.

(Th2ugZhIZseems to appear quite often in the speech of the
southeastern United States, and this, use of the written form
is, apparently a direct result of the oral usage.)

43. Schools are handicapped by inadequitable and insuf-
ficient support.

(Perchance inadequtable is a conglomerate of j uate and

inegaitable.)

44. She spent great money on the slightest whim.

(Either the one-word adjective jje or the phrase j garea

eal SL would conform more to the accepted idiom than great.)
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45. The hours between daylight and dark mean the same
boresome hard work for some people.

(Perhaps boresome is, an amalgamation of boring and tiresome.)

46. The night was still early.

(Xssns is more common than early in this context.)

Omitted Suffixes

A number of adjectives are used in their accepted

lexical meanings and proper syntactical positions, but do

not have the accepted morphological structure as the result

of an omitted suffix.

l. I received a battery powerfed] telephone set.

2. The clerk couldn't find the correctly size[d3 box
to put the shoes in.

3. This is the average sell[ing] price.

4. They are found at polling) places, electioneering.

7. A small or medium size Cd) sum of money was paid.

6. The salary isn't much, but there is a contented)
feeling inside that money couldn't have bought anyway.

7. Many times, if someone said thank you in just a
little more meaning Eful) way, those few words would
make the whole day run smother C sic3.

8. Most people will lose most of their shyness after
a year or two at an institute of high Eer) learning.

It is notable that the suffix -ed figures more promi-

nently in this sort of construction than does any other.

It is the omitted morpheme in 66.6 percent of the total

omissions, while the -U suffix is missing in 33.3 percent

of the constructions. No other single omission recurs a

significant number of times.



CHAPTER V

ADVERBS

The examples that comprise this chapter illustrate

expressions in which verbs are followed by adverbs that do

not seem to fit the context. Either the adverb is simply

superfluous and awkward as a consequence, or it is not the

adverb idiomatically accepted as part of the particular

expression, Makkai calls such constructions "phrase verbs.,"

saying that they are "characteristically English, "1 and that

they

seem to be of wider generality than any other type
tof idiom 3 familiar to practically all speakers of
English. . . . These are the idioms that have appar-
ently undergone complete lexical congelation and ,re
now universally established parts of the lexicon,

The following sentences, of course, represent deviations

from the congealed expression, being variants from the norm.

Lexically Inappropriate Adverbs

The sentences below either require or at least accept

adverbs in the positions, occupied by the adverbs, present,

1Adam Makkai "Idiom Structure in English," unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut,1966, p. 99.

21bi'o")p. 5'.
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However, the, adverbs chosen are inappropriate for the con-

text, creating ambiguity because of their lexical connotations,

or, more often, are superfluous, expressing a meaning that

has already been conveyed by the verb.

AhLad

T. We should strive ahead continually to do better.

2. She was slowly dying away.

(Possibly confused with to jadeaway.)

Back

3. The writer seems to think maybe we should revert
back 100 years.

(This is an exceedingly common construction as the following

four examples show. The impact of the prefix re-, meaning

"again, anew; back, backward,"3 seems to be weakening,

needing adverbial reinforcement.)

4. I've just got to return the book back to her.

5. After returning back to Paris, D'Artagon set out
to find his friends.

6. The size of the crew reverted back to what it was
several years ago.

7. What I'm learning now should relate back to what
I learned last year.

3"Re.,' Websterl Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
(Springfield,Massachusetts, 1937, p. '712.
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Clearly

8. WIthout peace of mind, a person cannot function
clearly.

(Function gwell, fgectively.)

9. Many people like to read funny-books that condense
a book down into a few pictures.

For

10. One thing I cannot stand for in my wife is
drinking and smoking.

(To stand for something means to support it; the sense

would be clarified here if for were omitted.)

In

I1. The girl tried to explain that there was nothing
in between them.

(The inclusion of in suggests the presence of some physical

object between the girl and her implied boyfriend. If in

is omitted, the phrase nothing between them means that there

is no emotional attraction present, the probable intended

meaning.)

12. Our class did not particularly like the boy,
but we sided in with him.

Into

13. The majority of the time the colleges check into
your transcript looking for grades.

14. The son grows up and enters into his father's
business.



Off
15. We should never slacken off our patriotism.

16. Friction can rub off in both ways t directions)]
but the party inducing C introducing j it can really
catch it if you have three to a room.

Out

17. He thinks it will come out handy for something
or other.

(Come inh is the accepted idiom.)

1B. She gives out an answer without thinking.

19. 1 would also like to see the Statue of Liberty
that stands out on a little island in the bay.

(To stand out is usually taken to mean to be apart from the

group, easily seen; yet the writer seems to be using 2gt to

emphasize the location of the object, and the result is a
feeling of ambiguity.)

20. Just as it was last year I am failing out again.

(Perhaps the unusual phrase to fail out derives from the
common expressions todiop out or to out.)

Over

21. Burrhus is thinking of the people he must governover.

Through

22. If I do not work and pass through college. .

(Throgh suggests physical relocation, while the writer is
obviously referring to making acceptable grades..)
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23. The cartilage was torn up.

(Torn s suggests shredded, and the sense of the sentence

calls simply for torn.)

24. Someone else in the class would frown up,

25. We finally made it up to the Fourth of July
celebration, which was rather dull,

(To makeup generally implies the giving of an apology or

the making of amends,, neither of which is germane to the

sentence.)

26. That broke him up from stealing.

(To break uameans to part, to separate, to end an emotional

relationship, as lovers are said to break up, or to break an

object into small parts. To break someone of a habit is the

desired meaning of the sentence.)

27, God's creatures are ending up their day's play
and close their eyes for sleep.

Anmore in Positive Contexts

While anymore is recognized as an adverb synonymous

with aow, it is said to be used only in a negative context. 4

In actuality, anyore seems to appear as frequently (or

perhaps more so) in positive constructions as in negative.

Two examples suffice to illustrate what may be a rapidly

spreading tendency.

4 "Anymoret " febstera Seventh New Collegiate Dictionaryp.- 14o.



I. This is getting to be a- madhouse anymore.

2., Anymore, you have to have good grades through
elementary school.



CHAPTER VI

PREPOSITIJI

Variant Prepositions in Adjective Phrases

"There are no rules, for idioms. We learn them only by
listening,. reading and, consulting a dictionary. The most
common failure in idiom is to use an unacceptable prepo

sition."1  For purposes of classification, this chapter

segregates variant prepositions into those introducing ad-

jective phrases and those before adverb phrases*- In the

process of segregation, it was noted that variant prepo-

sitions are found in adjective phrases to a noticeably less
degree than in adverb phrases* For all variant prepositions

found, 37 percent introduce adjective phrases, the remaining
63 percent being associated with adverb phrases aWhere
adjective phrases alone are concerned, variant constructions

most frequently result through the substitution of for

2.;5 next most frequently through the substitution of to for
]4 ofth o for At and on for g, and third most frequently

through the substitution of in for of and 2 for Lor.

Another method of determining frequency, considering

only the variant preposition used, yields the following

Floyd C. Watkins, Edwin T. Martin and William B.Dillingham, Practica nlish 2nd ed, (Boston,
1965, p. 19



observation of occurrence in descending frequency: f,, in

and to, for andn, and about. No other substitutions occur

a significant number of times,.

Substitution of About for In

1. 1 would have no problems about going to college.

2 He showed me a new meaning about my homework.

(To would also sound idiomatically natural in this con-

struction.)

About for Of

3. Bob also has a strange habit about throwing clothes.

4. 1 am sure that everyone has a certain person whom he
admires, respects, or thinks a great deal about.

AS for Of

5. I hope that I can gain the label as: a teacher.

. for Of

6. The poet often uses imagery to portray the imper-
mance (sic by the human condition and the mortality
of man.

For for At

7. Attendance for the last world series was more than
for the Dallas Cowboys' entire season.

For for In

8. 1y only interest for college was to play football.
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For for Of

9. Attitude is the author's viewpoint for the subject
he is writing about.

10. A second cause for many highway accidents is
caused by the poor condition of the car.

11. Jim Crow's philosophy of what the Negroes are
suppose C sic3 to do is the topic for recent discussion
in America's social problem.

12. Alcohol is one of the biggest causes for auto-
mobile accidents, if not the biggest

13. Understanding the application for this field
is important.

14. Every minute of the day counts toward their goal
for living life to the full.

15. Politics is one of the most interesting topics
to discuss in search for the facts and the truth.

For for Lver; (or At)

16. There are arguments both pro and con for jet
airplanes in the city.

From for Of

17. The results from the pressure can certainly be
calculated.

In fork

18. They were trying to figure out a plan in which to
let the residents know of their intentions.

InII for For,

19. In every statement there are always two different
answers Copinions? J.
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In for Of

20. The word trouble sometimes will mean different
things to diff erent people at various levels in
social life.

21. Nhat are the chief characteristics in the pro-
duction of a good play?

In for To

22. Science has found substantial proof that cigar-
ettes are a prime contribution in the cause of lung
cancer and tuberculosis.

In for fl

23. My uncle oms a couple of head of cattle in which
I spend much of my time goffing [sic J around.

Of for At

a4. Due to his attempts of escaping, Valjean (sic 3
punishment is lengthened to nineteen years.

25. She has had more experience of being away from
home,

26. If one is a spectator of a demonstration, he will
not be misled by newspaper accounts of it.

Of for &

27. The growth of crimes of people below the age of
twenty-one is alarming.

Of for Fo:

28. Almost all vocations have a need of these subjects.

29. 1 do not care a tiny bit of this kind of beverage.
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Of for In

30. One must have a good background of the material
he wants to cover.

31. People of other nations picture us as a leader
of freedom and peace.

Of for On

32. I was to be married at the start of the play by
a preacher and his family of whom the play was based.

Of for Over

33. There would be no major disagreement of family
policy in front of a child.

Of for To

31+. It gives the student a chance to actually be a
witness, of the action.

35. 1 feel that there are no real advantages. of
cigarette smoking.

Of for With

36. Cigarettes are a dangerous health habit of many
people.

37. The saddest part of going away to college is that
you lose contact of all the friends in your home town.

On for 2f

38. People will notice you and may base their opinion
on you by this factor.

39. The instant coverage on the sport in magazines is.
noticed by practically everyone.

40. Every so often a man would go around to the high
schools and give a series of test sic) on your ability
and interest.
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On for Over

41. This fact leads up to the point of war on certain
matters among different countries.

On for To

42. Anything gained without expense on oneself is not
worth anything.

T for a

43. Learning has been considered progress to mankind
for a number of years.

To for For

44. She should have a concern to her fellow man with
concern to his welfare.

To for Of

45. A son is thea favorite to his parents.

46. He leaves Edmund the secret to a fabulous fortune.

To for On

47. Upon arrival to the moon, I would find out where
the best camping grounds were.

. for With

48. 'He was, in comparison to the many famous writers,
the greatest rodent which had ever entered into lit-
erature.

49. A good sense of humor also brings fellowship
to friends and neighbors.

50. His relationships to his family were not very
cordial.
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51. A well-adjusted person must have at least one
other person to whom they Esic I can share even the
most private parts of their lives.

52. He rescues Cossette from the cruel innkeeper to
whom her mother- had left her with.

Under for Behind

53. 1 remember my first time under the wheel.

(This expression may be more a matter of dialect than of

idior, and an informant from the Panhandle region of Texas

says that it seems to be common there.)

Superfluous Prepositions in Adjective Phrases

In addition to unsanctioned usage resulting from an

inappropriate preposition, there are instances in which

idiomaticity would be improved by omitting a superfluous

preposition, as in the following examples.

1. This school has the same parking facilities as
it had in its first years.

(In lieu of omitting as,t could be substituted for it.)

2. I do not care for a tiny bit of C(i. q., for ) this
kind of beverage.

3. The plans in which she and I have carefully worked
out are ones we both agree on.

Unusual Structural Formations
Involving Adjective Phrases

Occasionally, both idiomaticity and logic suffer

through an unusual structural formation. Two examples of

this involving adjective phrases follow.

1. My transcript has to be sent to my college of
choice.



(That is, the college of my choice.)

2. The third reason for accidents in automobiles is
that drivers seem to be too careless.

(Logically, this sentence indicates that accidents occur

inside of automobiles, but the meaning seems to be that

accidents involving automobiles occur.)

Variant Prepositions in Adverb Phrases

Recalling that "the most common failure in idiom is

the use of an unaccepted preposition,"2 the reader will note

that the nature of the variant idioms in this section does

not differ appreciably from that in the preceding group.

As with adjective phrases, there is" with adverb phrases

"to rule that will tell us in advance what verbs will govern

what prepositions. "3 There being no governing rule, the

examples that follow are not so much "wrong" in a grammatical

sense as they vary from the established idiom, in some cases

being of sufficiently frequent occurrence to constitute a

recognizable trend of expression, .e;. g., the use of to for

sz, on for in., and in for on.

Substitution of 4bvep for BPond

I. If he should be confronted with a problem which is.
above his ability to solve immediately, he will be able
to remain level-headed,

2 li

3James M. McCrimmon, writing, a Purpose (Boston,
1950), p. 232.



Above for In Addition To

2. These schools teach English, government, math and
science, above many smaller subjects.

As for Than

3. There are some products on the market just as
harmful if not more as cigarettes.

As to for To

4. A car will awaken the teenager as to the tremendous
cost and upkeep of a major item such as a car.

At for kuring

%. Those of us who did not get the chance to marry
at the first semester will marry next semester.

At for In

6. The student is at college to learn.

At for To

7. The boys think the girls will look up at them
because they are closer to manhood.

8. When D'Artagnon got at M. DeTravaillets hotel,
he found the court full of musketeers.

At for With

9. My sister is at the babysitter -all day.

k for For

10. Anyone can be admired by one specific task which
one might perform.



k for To

11.6 This question might not have been asked if my
home town was known by the reader.

12. Although it was known by many people, it did not
become famous.

Down for Through

13. The trend of trouble has varied down the ages.

For for From

14. The other water lilies had not yet awakened for
winter's sleep.

15. She asked a good bit of money for anyone who
boarded there.

For for To

16. There are many advantages offered for a teacher
that one might not obtain if one did not go into this
field.

17. After going to school for nine months, I really
look forward for summer.

For for jth

18. The police picked him up and he was charged for
murder.

19. The crossing was not designed for the pedestrian
in mind.

(This combination is clearly formed, by the combining of

for the Pedestrian and Hith thepedestriAn in mind. Hill

observes, that this sort of faux

is of rather common occurrence in student themes. .
CIt 3 is contamination of one construction by another,
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with consequent production of variants lacking cur-
rency. A convenient . . . explanation is to say that
the writer intended one construction and then shifted
his attention to another.

A similar admixture of nights and At night is seen in

My aunn and unclecome over at nights: and Ia cards with m

parents. In a, short 'time and a short time late likewise

combine to make This could smart a. little if you are not

able t-fally mount. in a short time later.)

r(lm fork

20, Love can be given from one person to another, one
person to a Csic 3 organization, and from a person to a
belief.

Lrom for Of

21. That shark broke my fishing reel off from my pole.

22. This fierce competition was most likely drawn out
from the egocentric quality in us.

In for g

23. This is where trouble can mean different things
to dif f erent classes of people even in using the same
subject as an example.

24. Being a school teacher, one can enjoy the summer
months in either taking a vacation or just resting at
home.

I for Into

25. She rushes madly in my room and screams that she
got a date with a "cool" fraternity guy.

'Archibald A. Hill "Correctness and Style in English
Composition, Linguistlcs jajer, edited by Graham ilson
(New York, 1967),PY53T
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In for On

26. In the campus, boys have a better chance to meet
girls.

27. Then he goes into debt and sees, that he has a
real problem in his hands.

28. The distance the student has to walk determines
how fLast he must walk to be in time for his next class.

29. Many drivers think that they excel in driving
and do not concentrate in what they are doing.

The substitution of in for on, and vice versa, is a

common error among students with a linguistic background

that favors Spanish rather than English, This usage seems

especially prevalent in New Mexico and Colorado, but it ap-

pears also in compositions at North Texas State University,

as the foregoing examples illustrate. Whether the students

were of a linguistic background favoring Spanish is not

known; however, the probability is high since the lack off;

distinction between in and on derives from the fact that,

in Spanish, gen is equivalent to both wordsI 5

In for To

30. Trouble can mean about anything in the lower
class of people.

31'. A club of some kind is offered in everyone.

32. The lake seems to draw more and more people every
year in water skiing and swimming.

5Robert Lado, Linguistica cross ultur (Ann Arbor,
19571, p. 84.



Int~ofor In

33. 1 had received a copy of all the other editorials
entered into my division.

34. As far back as history permits we can trace the
earliest development of musical expression into the
Jewish synagogue.

Into for On (or Onto)

35. 1 would make very sure that my name went into
the pages of history.

Into for To

36. 1 would devote my other time into enjoying the
better things that make life worth living.

37. The child in which the mind has been moved into
action is the most marvellous thing a parent can witness*

Q~ for For

38. Friendship played an important part in deciding
whether to report a friend of cheating or remain quiet.

U forIn

39. Money plays an important part of everything you
plan to do.

92 for On

40. In high school the emphasis was of my math and
English grades.

Of for With

41i. I never want my wife to taunt me of the fact I
do not earn enough money.

42. This day is filled of many eventful moments,.
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On for At

43. Saturday classes never appeared on this college
before.

44. You should try to get your date home on a re-
spectable time.

On for For

45. The parents should praise the child on his good
traits.

46. In the larger school most honors were given on
studying and learning, not on popularity.

On, for To

47. If things mattered on him, he would not let the
marriage go on.

48. This damage is usually done on a person's health.

49. Nine other boys went on the Jamboree f rom my
troop.

On for With

50. Being concerned on what your college may offer
has given many students a great opportUnity.

Out of for Off

51. He fell out of the raft.

52. She walked out of the platform into the path of
the train.

To for At

53. During the summer of 1957 1 went on the Boy Scout
National Jamboree to Valley Forge.

54, He was the favorite child and the children tried
to get back to him,
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To.for g

55. If I had not made a good adjustment on my entering
the outside world, my mind could well be warped to all
of the hate and greed that abounds here.

To for For

56. Trouble can mean the loss of face to another
family.

57. 1 would be late to Thanksgiving dinner.

58. The college freshman will find that most of the
careers he was thinking about are unsuitable to him.

59. Cigarettes are sometimes good to a person by
calming his nerves.,

60. Cosette leaves to a convent.

To for From

61. Studying in college is very different to studying
in high school.

62. College life is so different to anything I have
ever experienced,

To for In

63. When a teacher hears of one of his students becoming
a great success to the world, it gives this teacher a
great deal of satisfaction.

64. It is funny how three words can mean so much to a
person's life.

65. Now I am back to civilian life,

To for Of

66. A good hobby is one which is not harmful. to
anyone or destructive to anything.
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To for On

67. 1 feel that this social evil to society can be
blamed to the colleges of the world.

To for Toward

68. 1 do not deserve the right to be helped because
of the way I have acted to my parents.

To for ith

69. Spring is synonymous to bad or low grades.

70. 1 can meet the problems of the: future by comparing
them to larger problems.

Under for On

71. Villefort was next to come under the list of
Monte Christo.

4=Wit~h f or Againat

72. 1 would Jump into a fight with overwhelming odds.

Wth fork

73. Often, when asked for a date with the right guy,
I usually go.

A|th for in

74. Films are especially good where the schools are
limited with their material.

75. When you're down and out and behind with your
studies there is always someone wanting to know if
they C sic: J can help.
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With for On

76. Cigarettes are right for the person who has the
habit and is willing to take a chance with the after
effects.

jfh. for.To

77. They conform themselves with conservative or
liberal groups.

Superfluous Prepositions in Adverb Phrases

The examples in this section illustrate expressions

varying from the accepted idiom because a superfluous prepo-

sition has intruded and created an adverb phrase where an

object would convey the meaning more clearly and succinctly.

1. The plot shows of men giving their lives f or freedom.

(Had the_ main verb been lels., then of' would have sounded

quite natural.)

2. This method was alright Esic) until I entered into
college.

3. Everyday there is some organization that needs
people to help with the needy.

4. After Jim takes her home he goes to an all night
restaurant to meet with the rest of the guys and they
start their own party.

5, I messed up on my paragraphs, so I numbered them
in the order they come in.



CHAPTER VII

VARIANTS FROM THE IDIOMATIC PATTERN

It is impossible, in this chapter, to single out a few

examples and to designate them as being representative of

idiomatic variancy, for each occurrence is singular. The

sentences that follow are not "unidiomatic" in the sense that

they are ambiguous or always violate a rule of grammar. On

the contrary, the meaning is not obscured in any of these

expressions.. If they vary from the accepted idiom, it is
because they do not conform to the traditional or customary

pattern. According to Wilson, to identify what is idiomatic,
we rely both on the test of familiarity and a criterion
of pattern. . . . The pattern, however restrictive orexpansive, is a "range," an inventory of what, for in-stance, may go with the word shrug. Wihen we usewe add either shoulders or nothing. We do not shrugour stomachs. We would be surprised to see the wordsmeow or neiL following dogs.

In the samples following, brackets indicate the usual idio-

matic patterns associated with the particular subjects

involved.

Subject-Verb Groups

1. They let their time idle away [ time flies or crawls.

1GrahamWilson, editor, A nUistics Reader (New York,1967), P. 310.
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2. My room has three windows that also view the street
and campus windowss that have a view ofl.,

3. Evidence of this is shown all over school [evidence
is seen or f oundj.

4. Baseball gets bigger every year it plays baseball
is played.

5'. The clock passed quickly, and it was time for the
announcement L clock moved or time passed)1.

6. 1 played with them until the batteries ceased
[batteries quit or died).

7. April 1st is a grim reminder of the dread disease
which so many people are influenced by Cpeople are
affected by disease).

8. Although some information was issued about drugs,the program was not attacked with much enthusiasm
[program was presented or stressed; problem was attacked].

9. The man thrives, for the hour of dusk [man lives for
the hour).

10. His back fender and light got hit bad, other than
that we were all fine [fender and light were badly
damaged).

11. 1 went out for the majorettes and made itt I
auditioned or tried out forj.

12. After a few hours of listening to the colorful
stories that were brought up, my relatives, leave
[stories that were related or told).

13. There are two basic characteristics that displaythe influence my home has had on me t characteristics
that show or result from.

14. This type of lawbreaking is in use mostly in oursouthern states [lawbreaking occurs or is seen).

15. His autobiographical work became on the best sellerlist [work got, was, or was placed on the listJ.

16. Locating the fish is sometimes a tiresome task,but it is worth all the effort that is executed after afew fish have been caught [effort that is expendedJ.



17. He will offer any assistance that is available to
him [assistance that he is capable of].

18. If a person is not flexible, his ideas become
imbedded in thoughts. so rigid, he becomes like an iron
rod [ ideas become inflexible or stratified].

19. He engages in the sinful practice of "brainwashing"
so that his own ends may be enjoyed [ ends may be at-
tained).

20. Although students are patterned to writing themes
in high school, they find that college theme writing
goes deeper than just the surface I students are accus-
tomed to writing.

21. In transferring schools I was, met with grammar
courses of elementary level [I met with or encountered],

22. The rats were randomly selected into two groups
[rats were divided or separated),

23. He resulted in killing himself (he ended by].

24. A landmark has been made [landmark has been
reached or attained).

25. The time grew when she thought she couldn't be
without him Etime came.

26. The wrath of God showered down upon them [wrath
came or fell],

27. His old suit had been robbed [suit had been stolen].

Verb-Object Groups

1. I learned many important duties while working
[learned things or assumed dutiesJ.

2. 1 acquired a lot of advice from thse people [got
or received advice.

3. How a person becomes po ular depends on how he wantsto obtain this feat CeachievO or attain this, feat).

4. If I could select a propectant E sic)3 husband, he
would be one of several qualities C would have one of]3,

5. Each has to do his share of responsibility [assume
his shares.
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6. 1 missed a chance for bettering my knowledge in
math, which has hampered my grades [ hurt or lowered
grades .

7. Before a person makes a stand on a question, he
should study the facts Etakes a stands.

8. 1 started the crew running cars to the airport.
By nine o'clock it was. so busy that I had to run cara
too [drive or deliver cars.

9. We need to develop a point of view that will dis-
cover man for what he really is L show or reveal man).

10. A couple of years ago I met my most terrifying
experience [ had my . . . experience),

11. Another activity I do during the summer is travel
[activity I engage inj.

12. Freshmen are rather easily taken in to drinking
[freshmen are influenced by drinkersJ.

13. I studied hard to pass my grades Cpass my coursesJ.

14. Many college students feel they cannot attend a
lake without beer [ go to a lake.

15. When we were running our workouts, we always
talked to each other Crunning during our workouts.

16. 1 ain going to pass that theme [(going to make a.
passing grade on that themes.

17. The unlimited experiences I have gained are some
that will carve my life as I grow in years [mold my
life.

18. It has been a wonderful experience to learn the
many new friends that I have Cto become acquainted with
friends).

19. This did learn me not to be so anxious to do any-
thing else Eteach me).

20. Playing football was the way I made my education
[got or financed my education.

21. 1 had no intentions of working the rest of my life
digging pipelines: I digging ditches or laying pipe lines 3.
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22. There are eight stages that one must experience
in order to be a well-adjusted personality [to develop
or have a . . . personality3.

23. Who would want to pay their health as a price f or
the small enjoyment offered by smoking? C lose or risk
his healthY?

24. 1 was always trying to fulfill an emptyness within
me [fill an emptyness).

25. Thenumber of times the animal was reinforced for
doing tie right response would build a habit Cmaking
or giving the response.

26. She's in college and just made twenty years old
Became or turned twenty years oldJ.

27. They made their best to give her an education
[did their best).

28. She was unhappy because of the opinions she
imagined they thought of her [opinions . . . they had].



CHAPTER VIII

COINED MAIN VERB FORMS

One of the most fascinating characteristics of natural

idiom, that is, of speech and writing unencumbered by studied

adherence to rules and forms, is its propensity to form what-

ever constructions are necessary for expressing thoughts.

This characteristic often produces words coined for the

occasion, words which may or may not recur in other circum-

stances, and which may or may not spread beyond a single

idiolect. Under the pressure of writing compositions in

class and with a definite time limit, students frequently

slip from learned grammatical form into an unstudied, natural

idiom. The following coinings were produced in such a

manner, and, as in the case of variant idiomatic expressions,

Chapter XIV, deserve notice for the significance they have

to the writers' idiolects and, hence, for their potential

effect upon the broader idiom of English.

1. In a tragical sense, this hour beholds many
fanciful and horrid truths,

2. She birthed a baby. [archaic; used in Negro dialects

3. He was injured and crippled off thd field.

4. Many people were brought to trial and ezecutioned.

5. le should lookover my one bad deed.

6. Duval lovered her so much that he wrote a book about
her.

67
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7. That night he went to her room where he heard her
overtalking to a maid.

8. He pasted through the narrow street.

9. That sort of thing reoccurs all the time.

10. It has been scientifically proven that alcohol
slowers the reflexes.

11. To thoroughly enjoy a football game, one should
be familiar with the two teams that are spectating
competing or being watched.

12. Later he unburied the treasure and dedicated the
next nine years to preparation for avenging himself.

13. Someone has untightened the spring.

Originally coined but now grown into fairly general

colloquial use, the verbs in the following examples represent

a midway point between variant and fully accepted expressions.

The degree to which some have been accepted will probably

vary regionally, and a few may be widely used colloquialisms

in one area while remaining variant in another.

1. A person can easy up the load by learning a few
techniques.

2. He played in the game to letter himself Ej. e.,
to earn a sporting emblem).

3.. I did nothing but party and have fun.

4, 1 partied too much and didn't study enough.

5. Girls love to be snowed and love to have a good
time.

6. When my hair gets tangled--what a mess to uncombi



CHAPTER IX

VERB-ADVERB COMBINATIONS

The verb-adverb combination is an idiomatic construction

that shows little variance from traditional expression in

student papers). Occasionally, an odd-sounding phrase may

arise by the placement of the adverb at an unusual distance

from its verb:

1. I can cover my moral feelings up.

Now and then, an uncommon word choice will weaken the

idiomaticity of a sentence:

2. 1 helped the teacher run out tests.

However, the most frequent variants involving verb-

adverb groups are those in which a superfluous or redundant

adverb is appended to an otherwise grammatical sentence,

apparently resulting from a desire for emphasis. Because

McCrimmon observes that "the meaning of a verb may be no

clue to its meaning in a verb-adverb combination,"1 one

might assume that the use of an unsanctioned adverb would

obscure the meaning of the expression; however, the frequent

use of an "emphatic adverb" strengthens the meaning, and

ambiguity is practically nonexistent in this type of con-

struction. The following sentences illustrate the use of the

1James M. McCrimmon, Wit with a Purpoe (Boston,
1950), p. 232.
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emphatic adverb with the verbs most frequently found. Dupli-

cate examples are omitted, although almost all constructions

were found more than once.

3. 1 had to decide whether to continue on the same
topic.

4. They condensed it down considerably.

5. We can develop this out.

6. They should discuss it out together.

7. We can equate this back to other instances.

8. Although some information was issued out about the
harmful effects of drugs, the program was not followed
up.

9. Where did it originate from?

10. We must progress forward.

11. Some parents do not rear their children up in the
right way.

The remainder of the emphatic adverb constructions form

an identifiable class by themselves in that the adverb is

usually back and the verb always begins with the prefix re-,

This is undoubtedly the most often used construction of this

type, and it is apparent that re- has only a very weak de-

notive significance of "again," creating the need for a

reinforcing adverb.

12. I'm going to resubmit it back,

13. He'll get a check retroactive back to the first
of the month.

14, Revert him back to where he belongs.

15. We repair the units and return them back to the
field.

16. It then has to be reworked over.



CHAPTER X

SUFFIXATION

Weak Preterit Forms of Strong Verbs

By "incorrect English," a. linguist is likely to mean
such a mistake as might be made by a foreigner or a
child learning the language. Thus both "I it bought"
and "I buyed it" are incorrect sentences. But a
linguist would not say that "I done it" or "I brung
it" are incorrect sentences. They are correct in
relation to the dialects in which they occur. . . .

Notwithstanding Roberts' designation of "I buyed it"

as an incorrect sentence, numerous instances have been found

in which college students do form the preterit of a strong

verb by analogy to a weak form, and of this form, Reed notes

that "a 'regular' pattern is often the strongest, so that

we may feel more comfortable in using cleaved, rather than

clove or cleft, as the past tense form of cleave. . .. o2

It seems, therefore, that such a formation as "I buyed it"

is just as appropriate in its dialect area--or, as it may be,

its udage level--as is "I brung it" and iss no more unidio-

matic than the latter. The users were obviously neither

foreigners nor children learning the language, and the

following sentences, all taken from student compositions,

1Paul Roberts, "The Relation of Linguistics to theTeaching of English,1" A 44nguistics jdr, edited by Graham
Wilson (New York, 19677, p. 32.

2Carroll E. Reed, Dialects of American Egljsh (World
Publishing Company, Cleveland, 19)P.38.

7t
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bear out the fact that such a formation is rather frequent.

It is readily admitted, however, that such forms as these

are not noted in native speech, and the idiom may be limited

to writing. If so, part of the explanation may lie in the

fact that -ed has come to signal the past tense to students,

who then use it for that purpose regardless of the verb in

question.

1. I babysitted while she went to vote.

2. Everyone bidded us a happy honeymoon and a long and
happy marriage.

3. It costed me too much.

4. The first part of the book dealed with his education.

5. The children have eated their lunch and are taking
a nap.

6. They buried the Americans for they fighted for their
country.

7. Memorized material was soon forgottened.

8. If they would only look around them, they would see
the wanton desire of cripples who could walk if lended
that helping hand.

9. The reason for this was their father maded them do
miscellaneous jobs around home.

10. The economic standard rised because jobs were
given to the educated.

11. She seeked to set in her an aversion to men.

12. They speaked a different language.

13. People thinked they knew all about things which is
not any of their business.
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Lack of Suffix on Preterit Verbs, Past
Participles and Certain Adjectives

It is not infrequently that one finds in student com-

positions that the preterit of a weak verb has been formed

without the use of the preterit suffixes, especially where

-ed should be used. One linguist touches on this type of

orthographic variant when he mentions that, once we realise

that used to is regularly pronounced Lyuwstuwj, not tyuwzd

tuwj, we may be more sympathetic to the spelling use to. . . .3

This is obviously an instance in which perfectly idiomatic

pronunciation is affecting the more stratified written form

of the language, and almost no weak verb is exempt from its

effect. Nonstandard Negro speech, especially, seems prone

to omit the -ed suffix; however, although it is not possible

to determine the racial background of the students whose

writing is represented here, it is improbable that all guilty

of this omission were Negro. The following sentences illus-

trate the strong tendency to omit grammatical suffixes,

duplications being omitted even though many examples could

be shown for every verb affected.

1. The Ding-Dong theory is no longer accept.

2. She talked, act, and even looked different.

3. 1 was going to go with her, but my uncles ask me to
see them.

4. It really does not make any difference how he is
awaken.

3George P. Faust, "Terms in Phonemics," ALinguistics
Reader, p. 171.
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5. 1 later learned that the ponies belong to a neigh-
bor down the rode C sic].

6. Her mind has been broaden by tavel I sie 3.

7. When the charcoal had burn down to bright, glowing
coals, we wrapped potatoes in foil.

8. A dream is cause by a person Esic) subconscious
mind while he is sleeping.

9. Aunt Polly was going to whip him because he climb
out of the window.

10, In this way, reading material is comprehend much
more efficiently than if it is sluggishly read.

11. The academic standards are to be consider.

12. One characteristic should be distinguish from the
other,

13. They usually say, "That's just like a woman,"
whenever she takes too long in getting dress.

14. They have drown in the river they swam across.

15. 1 decided to become a majorette when I enter into
high s cool.

16. The driver does not get the brakes fix.

17. By the time it is his turn to register he is
frighten to death.

18. The knowledge to control these responsibilities,
can be gain from experience.

19. My inner self had finally grab hold of itself again.

20. Primitive man could make markings on rocks so he
could relate in his memory what happen and the date the
event occurred.

21. We had four days left, so we head back to Dallas.

22. Learning trades has help man earn a profitable
living,

23. Now that everybody had been introduce, the man
came into the ring with the bull.



24. Hundreds of people are kill every week by such a.
person.

25. I have recently learn the rules of canoeing.

26. Before 1946, men were the only type of being look
upon to fill certain positions.

27. 1 have loss ten pounds in the last month.

28. I had notice it had no tail lights.

29. He has order her not to interfere.

30. Her aunt had overslep.

31. Rain, shine, sleet, or snow we always perform
because it was a motto of ours not to disappoint the
audiences.

32. The hexachords were made up of fourteen notes
place either conjunct or disjunct.

33. We did our usual physical exercise and then practice
marching or twirling.

34. Don't come to a college thinking your teachers
will be prejudice toward you.

35. For this, God punish Cain,

36. 1 realize I would have to find another way.

37. The machine can be redesign over and over again.

38, Bargaining has been used for hundreds of years
and has save money for many people.

39. After playing dolls for an hour, dinner is serve.

40. We got out of school early to board our bus and get
everything settle down.

41. He slip some drugs into Mr. Richard's tea.

42. It all start when I was ten years old.

43. Jim Crow's philosophy of what the Negroes are
suppose to do is the topic for recent discussion.

44. We had been trouble by rain and small share
showersi all year.
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45, Have you ever watch a pageant on TV?

46. Summer is indeed welcome by me.

47. 1 didn't deserve to lose everything I had work
for in one night.

Formed on precisely the same principle as the preterit

verbs above are certain adjectives which appear without the

required suffix, probably through the influence of lax pro-

nunciation. As such words differ from the foregoing only in

their grammatical "part of speech," and result from the same

formative principle, the following examples are included in

this section. They are, incidentally, much rarer than verbs

so formed.

48. She usually keeps a bake cake around.

49. At the breakfast table I eat a well balance meal.

50. Any good, clean blood American would not let any
Negro live next door to him.

51. Charming, poised and collect is the personality
of Susie.

52. A second illustration is when a person is driving
down a curve road.

53. If I would suggest a picnic or a good old fashion
hayride, they would think it was a good idea.

54. A loud mouth person is noticible [sic .

55. Having the felling asicj of closeness in communi-
cation is one of the most prize things a person can
have.

56. One becomes relax and enjoys his work.

57. Jim Crow is a well respect man in his community
in the South.
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Addition of Superfluous Suffixes to Certain
Preterit Verb Forms and Other Words

Again the result of pronunciation on written forms,

the following examples are instances where a suffix, usually

-ed or -t, has been added to a verb that ordinarily forms

the past tense without it. These are far less numerous than

their opposites, preterit verbs and participles from which

the suffix has been omitted. A few words of other "parts of

speech" than verbs and participles also are affected by the

same principle and are included here, being too few to

warrant individual consideration.

1. Always asked questions in class so the teacher can
help you.

2. They bothed liked each other.

3. 1 have always enjoyed helping Mrs. Eiglebiger care
for her childrens.

k. I would haft to spray the item.

. I can put my minded to rest about meals at school,

6. When there were fights, they were forgotten the
nexted day.

7. This spotted [fishing spot] was located in a sort
of cove.

8. Finally we heard the very welcomed sound of a boat
coming our way.

Lack of - S Suffix on Plural and Possessive
Nouns and on Certain Verb Forms

The sentences. that follow illustrate a strong tendency

toward the omission of the suf fix -s from plural and pos-

sessive nouns as well as from third person, singular, present
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tense verbs requiring it. The phenomenon is. most common in

words with a final sound of C t 3, next most in words concluding

with [n), and third most in those with Est) and Cr) in the

final position. Where -st is involved, Hill notes that

this is a type of form which is common in much of the
South. What is back of it is an assimilation of -sts
to -ss or simply to -s It occurs at all levels of
regional speech. . .

George Faust makes a corroborating and somewhat more detailed

statement regarding the form:

Again, probably most of us tear our hair over students
who seem unable to pluralize words like scientist.
But a great many standard speakers have c-si at the
end of such words instead of E-st), and to them the
plural presumably sounds just like the singular.
[In a footnote he adds:3 The final consonant cluster
-stsj is; non-existent in the speech of many Americans. 5

As the Hill and Faust discussions both show, the phe-

nomenon of the missing -a suffix is most often explained in

terms of the final sounds of the base word. Their explanations

do not, however, account for the omission on words ending in

tt), En, or Er:!. An examination of the following examples.

will reveal that, occasionally, the -s suffix is dropped

from such words when they are followed by a word beginning

with a, e. &.,irl school. In speech, the initial A of

school probably does double duty, and the influence of the

resulting liaison on orthography is to banish the "extra" 

of the suf fix4. More nearly akin to Hill's and Faustb

4 Archibald A. Hill, "Correctness and Style in Kaglish
Composition," A Linguistics Reader, edited by Graham Wilson
(New York, 1967),P.532.

5Faust, pp. 171-172.
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observations are such words as course and , whose final

sound Es J must, in the writer's mind, negate the necessity

for adding a written s to the plural forms of the words.

Phonological explanations do not so readily apply to words

like thing, newspaper, block, accident, etc., but the

omission of an -s suffix from these occurs too frequently

to be accounted to sloppy writing; one may conclude that

casual (or, perhaps, hurried) speech often omits the EsJ

sound in final positions, and that this omission is being

carried over into the written medium.

1. Because these people do not look out for the other
driver, a lot of accident occur.

2. 1 shall teach in high school until my secret am-
bition have been fulfilled.

3. Bicycles were zooming like a swarm of bee.

4. 1 was holding up traffic for about two block.

5. We starting working the barns and other building
on the farm over.

6. The modern civilization were able to profit by
the Romans.

7. 1 was permitted to omit several vital course.

8. His parents pride themselves in letting Jim make
most of his own decision.

9. The competence of driver is the first factor to be
examined.

10. There he finds some of his friend that will help
him to learn some new swimming strokes.

11. The person entering college should form good
study habit.

12. Only one of his headlight was in good working
condition.
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13. This building is a (sic] automobile hobbiest
dream.

14. My two pups will be three month old the twenty-
fif th of this month.

15. Driving with only one headlight working is also
a saf ety hazard to other motorist.

116. Because there are so many problems in college
life, one need several months to get adjusted.

117. By the time I had delivered half of my newspaper,
the rest of my load was getting heavy.

18. My next ambition is to learn how the company
operate on a. small scale.

19. After filling out several long paper, and answering
question that were very personal, we finished.

20. You receive a great deal of help from your parent
and other friends.

21. The Greeks wrote about descending scale pattern
which are based on hexachordsa.

22. I have always wondered just how many person can
go through life without having at least two years of
college.

23. By following several safety precaution most highway
accidents can be dimenished C siej.

24. The truth was that his father was only a
psychiatrist aid.

25. The last thing of the four necessary requirement
is courage.

26. Their song are idolized and their looks adored.

27. She spend from two to three hour a. day on her
sing Esic) and on her piano practice each day.

28. 1 had never before been outside the United State.

29. 1 think I took about four or five test that day.

30. Money is one of the most important thing in mar-
riage.
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31. 1 started smoking about two years ago and have
tried to give it up several time.

324 1 was in the hospital for about three week.

Although a determination of social propriety is not

germane to the purpose of this study, it may be well to

observe that many of th& forms in this chapter are said

to be characteristic of non-astandard English. Specifically,

such usage--particularly "black nglish"--is characterized

by loss of -.ed, -o as both plural and possessive inflection

of nouns, and -$ in the singular third person of verbs.

Also characteristic is. the presence of -ed suffixed to

strong verbs.



CHAPTER XI

MISCELLANEOUS VARIANT FORMS ILLUSTRATING

EFFECTS OF PRONUNCIATION ON SPELLING

Other sections consider the variant spellings that

result from pronunciation, a phenomenon primarily affecting

preterit verb forms, past participles, and plural and pos-

sessive nouns. Other forms are also affected by pronunciation

but were not observed in sufficient quantities to warrant

individual classification and examination. That the effect

of pronunciation on orthography is not limited solely to the

forms, discussed individually is seen from the following pot-

pourri:

1. The only place a man can learn more about space
age living is in a college are by working in an ob-
aervatory.

2. 1 still remember my high school baccalord service.

3. (Note to campus policeman on windshield:) Barred
[borrowed] car, pleas dont tickit.

4, Not many people carry whether or not you are an
athlete.

5. The apartment had a little chester drawers in the
bedroom.

6. 1 made my day view Edebut)I on February 13, 11945.

7. It became apparent during the spring months that
many people are effected by the ghastly disease of
spring fever.

8. We must learn to except an open mind.

82
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9. 1 fell that the best teacher I ever had was
Mr. Thomas.

10. Use shall with I and we to show few tear itty.

11. My wife has a very strong filling on that matter.

12. If you fine lightning near me today, then you will
fine me in a safe place.

13. Navada was a young haf bred boy whos prance were
killed by outlaw.

14. I was told by my instructor, in a conference, that
my mechanics are "damn poor" and his write The's; right).

15. Know one else could influence him.

16. It would not be hard for me to find someone to len
me the money,

17. A person will learn what college live is like.

18. The company will either be a national toy manu-
facture or national electric manufacture.

19. James won a first place metal in the fifty-yard
dash.

20. His ranch looked like a mid evil estate.

21. The student ofentimes finds it difficult to under-
stand the book.

22. Cigarettes are hazardous to once health,

23. Many people I suppose or like me and do not take
the time to read.

24. I then preceded to walk from store to store.

25. I have to have a completely quite room to study in.

26. We said that this new book would never sale.

27. The merchandise that is on sell is, last year's
stock.

28. His philosophy of life is very similar to that of
all the Southerns in the South.



29. 1 blistered so badly I couldn't lean back on the
sit coming home from Galvaston.

(Although the identification of the writer of this sentence

is not known, this error is particularly common in papers of

Spanish surnamed students, the usage obviously resulting

from a pronunciation of Esiti- as rsitj; the same cause

results in the confusion of ,this for these.)

30. She is a member of the Delta Gamma sority.

31. ien the year is over he has spend over a thou-
sand dollars.

32. Their was a pole in the center of the street.

33. They are also many people who smoke just to be
sociable.

(It is possible that the wording they are results from

spelling out they'Xe, a homonymous substitution for the

correct word there.)

34. Their papers said our men were treated with the
upmost care.

35. A park within such close range can be used as a
week-in camping place.

36. The best place is the library were you are free
from any distractions.



CHAPTER XII

VACANT MORPHOLOGICAL F0RIS

The addition of affixes to words in order to change

their meanings or grammatical uses is a process that oc-

casionally produces an idiomatic variant. The formation

of a noun, for example, by adding -me to does not

affect the idiomaticity of either the original verb form or

the new noun form; however, should -ment be affixed to

resolve, the resulting noun would scarcely be accepted as

proper idiom. When mis.- is prefixed to informed to alter

its denotation, the result is an accepted expression; on

the other hand, add mJ.s- to fortunate and the new form is

of questionable idiomaticity. These two variants and a

few others noted in the student compositions that formed

the core of research for this study are reproduced below.

This particular sort of variant--including the attachment

of variant affixes, the attachment of unnecessary affixes,

and the deletion of needed affixes--is found only rarely.

Attachment of Variant Affixes

1. Really all these people need to do is learn some
good old common decentness.

a. A cigarette hanging out of a person's mouth looks
very detractive.

3. It is the story of all the misfortunate people of
the world.

85-
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4. His naiveness could also be stated or classified
as carelessness.

5. A person whose practical jokes- are not practica-
bility may have a different personality from one who
can get laughs out of anything.

Attachmient of Unnecessary Affixes.

1. People become interested in reading for the imbet-
terment of themselves.

2. The necessity for personal well-adjustment is
obvious.

Del(etion of Needed Affixes

1. Many people have put forth explains and theories
of learning.



CHAPTER III

MALAPROPISMS RESULTING IN UNINTENDED HUMOR

Attempts to live beyond one's linguistic means .
frequently result in the use of ridiculously pompous
speech, or even unnaturallZ ungrammatical forms
(naturally ungrammatical forms are frequent enoughl.

As Reed observes, it seems to be a characteristic of

idiom that its misuse--that is, use that does not conform

to the accepted, traditional form--often results in quite

ludicrous expressions. Such variant idioms are formed in

the same manners as are those discussed in other chapters,

these predominantly resulting from the choice of words not

appropriate to the context. Many of the words are homon-

ymous with the correct ones, or nearly so, and their use

most likely results from an orthographical confusion oc-

casioned by phonological similarities. Certain phonemic

differences between the usual and the variant forms do, how-
ever, impose various degrees of ambiguity, thus creating the
humorous effect. The sentences that follow appear as they

do in the students' papers from which they have been taken;

bracketed words indicate the usual idiomatic form called for

by each particular context.

1. Growing up, a person usually has much affectation
Caff ection 3 for someone or something.

1Carroll E. Reed, Dialects of AjericanE sh
(Cleveland, 1967), p. 4.
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2. One of the three dramatic levels presented in "tThe
Real Thing" is athletic (aesthetic 3.

3,. The first thing parents must do is to give berth
Birth ] to children.

4. There are four sections to the symphony orchestra,
the strings, the woodwinds, the brass and the combustion
[percussion j.

5 The spiritualist was in a comma [coma j.

6. The conformation fconformity]J in marriage is unbe-
lievable to a single guy.

7. If you cross your legs, you'll construct [constrict]
the blood flow.

8. There are many people who smoke all their lives
and never contact E contract j cancer.

9. Teachers have to grade tests and give lectures
and contend Etend ] to more important business.

10. The marine biologists asked for a. leave to inves-
tigate the debts [depths ) of the ocean, and his [sic]
request was granite Egrantedj.

11. My uncle is full of excitement [exciting stories)and he spends much of his time with me telling me
about his life.

12. For many people to live in this space age theywill have to work hard in all faces [Efacets, phases]
of work.

13. Scientists; have the experimental group, the control
group and a hypotenuse (hypothesis].

14. The persons involved in college literature classes
are usually illiterate Lignorant] in current events.

15. Rules may seem inanimate (inadequate, inappli-
cable 3 to people in different situations, but they arevery much a part of the college student's life.

16. 1 could never interrupt [interpret) poetry,

17. To be successful, you have to leach [latch J onto
something.
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18. A person who is not man enough to face up to life
turns to liquid (liquor).

19. You'll live to be a lot longer Colder).

20. So I started preparing oak Loat 3 meal and raw
eggs for their food.

21. All of the children came into contact with poison
oat [oak),

22. The speaker is an omission Comniscient).

23. It must be brought out that "free love" is enjoyed
by both pardoners aLpartnersj.

24. I preceded Cproceded) to take those large dry-cell
batteries apart.

25. The adults are the ones who set the president
[precedent 3 for the younger generation.

26. 1 want to make life happier and better for my
prosperity posterityy.

27. In the summer we would be at someone's home
taking part in a jazz recession Esession] with some
of the older band members.

28. If sexual relatives c relations are kept short
of intercourse, I believe "free love" is not against
any of the Commandments.

29. He tried to become respectful respectable in
society.

30. A person does not realize how spendthrift
Thrifty J he should be until he starts paying his own
bills.

31. Bach had twenty-two children, and he practiced
on a spinster [spinet3in the attic.

32. My home town is one of the submarines [suburbs]
of Dallas.

33. A two-seated bicycle is a tantrum Ltandem3,

34. Studies usually unable Cprevent J me from coming.

35. When I lose my sleep, I become unable [unbearable)
to live with.
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36. If I finish college I will be qualified to take
the job I worker C sie3 for and be able to uphold [hold)
it.

37. I can still recall graduation night when I went
warbling Cwobblingj down the isle C aisle J in high heels.

38. Unity keeps the paragraph from wounding wanderingj
off the subject.



CHAPTER XIV

IDIOMATIC E URESSIONS

This section deals with those set, "cast ironii ex-

pressions which are most often called to mind when one thinks

of "idioms." A comprehensive list of such expressions can be

found in, among other works, Concise Dictionary of Enlish

Idioms.2  The constructions treated here are, of course,

variants from the traditional idiom, some being contaminations3

formed of two different expressions combined into one, others

being good idioms in wrong contexts or being created by the

substitution of a single unusual word or by an unusual syn-

tactical arrangement. Unlike the other types of idiomatic

variants considered in this paper, no particular trends can

be discovered in the use of variant expressions. A few, no

doubt, may be error caused by careless writing, and the

balance do not seem to be widely spread; at the most, they

may be characteristic, at this time, only of the idiolect of

the informant. That one or another may eventually spread is,

1Floyd C. Watkins, Edwin T. Martin and William B.
Dillingham, Practical English Handbook, 2nd ed. (Boston,
1965), P. 197.

2 William Freeman, .Concise Ditionay of English
Ldioms (Boston, 1963).

3 Archibald A. Hill, "Correctness and Style in English
Composition," A Liguistics Reader, edited by Graham Wilson
(New York, 1967),4J.$3.
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of course, possible but not predictable. According to Hockett,

in every living language, new idioms are constantly
being created, some destined to occur only once or
twice and then be forgotten, others due to survive
for a long time. This fact sets a limit on the pos-
sible completeness of a description of a language,
since one cannot list idioms which have not been
observed, and cannot observe those which have not
been coined until the day after one's work is com-
pleted. Any . . . new coinage may constitute a
change, no matter how small, in the grammatical
system of a language, and in the course of time
the cumulativ 4 effect of many such small changes
can be great.'

Group I--Contaminated Expres sions.

1. She cried as if she had gotten something off of
her shoulder which had bothered her for years.

(To get something off her chest and to have achip onLher

shoulder may have fallen together to produce this sentence.)

2. Most people would consider him as the bread and
butter of a family household.

(This is apparently a combination of the expressions bread

and butter, meaning food in general, and breadinner, meaning

wage earner. Another common expression which is related and

which may have influenced the informant's thought is e knows

which side his bread's buttered on) meaning that one knows

from where his salary or special favors come, hence, where
his allegiance lies.)

3. He can sure butter the apple,

(A combination of butterhim and PoLshthe apple, both

meaning to seek favor.)

4Charles F. Hockett, A Course in Modern Lin!iltics
(New York, 1958), p. 303.
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4. It isn't fair for him to be railroaded up the
river.

(The combined expressions are probably to be railroaded, that

is, to be treated or convicted in a rapid and inequitable

manner, and to be sold down the river, meaning to be betrayed.

Although possibly a far-fetched supposition, perhaps _y is

borrowed from to be up a creek.)

5, 1 went around for the next few days with my head
on top of cloud nine.

(With one's head in the clouds, to be daydreaming, and to be

on cloud nine, to be ecstatic, obviously compose the for-

mation.)

6. It is a good color for barns and it keeps down
insects from eating them up.

(This is a mingling of two complete expressions, it keeps

down insects and itkeepa insects from eating them up.)

7. An animal of the wild will go after his prey for
days at an end.

(QDs at a time anddals on end have coalesced.)

8. Bargains are not usually what they are made up to
be.

(Made out to be and cracked-or cranked--p to be may have

contributed to this phrase.)

9. He was urged to throw his towel in the ring.

(To throw his hat in the rin, meaning to join a political

campaign, and to throw in the towel, 4i. e., to give up, may

have combined in this example.)

10. 1 wasn't trying to sell one on you.



(To sell u a.. bill of ,goodsto lie, plus to push it off on

you, to delegate an unpleasant task to someone else% have a-

parently contaminated each other here.)

11. The episode was over in a matter of while.

(This, seems to be a confusion of a little while and a matter

of minutes.)

12. When someone buys something for a bargain, it
means that someone has bought something of which the
value exceeds the cost.

(To bUy something or asong and tojget something atabargain

may have coalesced into fog&,bargain.)

Group II--krong Context

1. Nevertheless, to most of us, this final exam time
is the last straw.

(The last straw refers to an unendurable event, though here it

indicates the attainment of a final milestone.)

2. You go out and feel of her and see what she wants.

(Feel her out, rather than feel of her, is called for in the

context of the sentence.)

3. My explanation fell on a stone wall.

(Though one might be as adamant or unyielding as a stone wall,

fell on deaf ears is the usual idiom. If someone is uncon-

vinced by an argument, however, the speaker might complain

that "it was like talking to a stone wall. ")

4. Today people drive so fast that you would believe
that their life depended on it.

(Ordinarily, one's life "depends" on an exceedingly careful

act, whereas just the opposite is apparent here.)
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5. The well-adjusted person is not weak by all means.

(B anp means is the more idiomatic expression for the sense

of the sentence.)

6. Most of the winter months, we let things go down,
but we sure make up for them in the summer.

(Let things go down implies "run down" or deteriorated, though

the context from which this sentence was drawn indicates that

the writer merely let certain projects "slide.")

7. Finally came auditions, which I came through on.

(To come through on means to accomplish what one has promised

to do, but here the phrase means to succeed in.)

8. Push a button and maybe an automatic arm will
bring out a bar of soap. This seems to be out of
date, but maybe some day it will come true.

(Out of date describes something archaic, not something yet

to come.)

9. Their trust in God gives way to a strength to face
any hardships they might encounter.

(To give way to connotes a stepping aside as with an old

theory giving way to a new thought; however, this. sentence

speaks of growth and development rather than replacement.)

10. There is truly thousands of dollars to be made in
the oil business if one can just get a hold of the right
people.

(To get hold of someone is. to get in touch with him, but the

informant wishes to "get in with" influential people to gain

their favor and aid.)

11. Up to date we have spent $247 and we are now ready
to roll.
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(UQ to date is; an adjective phrase meaning "current," the

writer probably intending simply to date.)

12. Your teacher does not profit one way or the other
by discriminating against you.

(One ay or2the other indicates the existence of two possible

results or actions; inny My would be the more idiomatic of

the phrases.)

13. Student activities play important roles in keeping
the student intristed Esic i and least of all homesick.

(Least of all is a rather awkward substitute foras little as

possible.)

14. My wife has a very strong feeling on the matter.

(The verb-adverb construction to feel strongly is more common

than the adjective-noun group ina this sentence.)

Group III--Syntactical Variants

1. We asked a man at the boat launch where was the best
place to fish.

(The writer was aware that a question had been asked, and his

awareness may have caused him to phrase the final clause as

though it were itself a question.)

2. The life of a man today is always on the go.

&hile a man may be "always on the go," a syntax which causes

the expression to describe "life" creates an unnatural idiom.)

3. Then not last but least, there are the students.

(Unless this is a conscious attempt at humor, the writer has

altered the usual idiomatic arrangement of last but not least.)

4. Cancer of the lungs may be a contributing factor
from smoking.
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(Cancer of the lungs and smoking have been turned around, and

the writer has attempted to rectify his error by using fom

rather than the of normally called for.)

5. There is an old saying that one can live cheaper
than two.

(Two can live aschaiy as one is the "old saying.")

6. There are other problems where it's hard to dis-
tinguish from right to wrong.

(1ight from wrong is the idiom; note the inclusion of' to in

the space vacated by .frm, the writer's attempt to keep the

nouns sepamte after relocation of the usual preposition.)

7. 1 started to give up the sport because of one bad
minute of luck.

(The adjective bad has been used prematurely.)

Group TV--Morphological Peculiarities

1. He is like a god who has all his people to look
afterward.

(In this instance, an unnecessary suffix has been added; in

the next two, needed suffixes have been deleted.)

2. As the old say goes, it takes one to know one.

3. All people have different ideas about living life
to the full.

4. In this time and age, modern heroes come from a
small box, which people sit and watch for hours and
hours.

(The use of time and age in lieu of the usual dar and age

appeared quite frequently in the themes used as; source material;

this is but one example of many such instances. Compare the

following expression of day and time instead of dayandage.-)
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5. A college education is most important in this day
and time.

6. Oh, for peace sakes, I wish this ungodly semester
was over.

(Peace is probably the result of a folk-etymological restrue-

turing of Pete's, itself a euphemism for Christ's.)

7. How high is it worth?

(g is substituted for much.)

8. The story is very real- to life.

(Real is substituted for true.)

9. My feet felt like rubber and my heart was in my
throat.

(Feet is used instead of Les. It is interesting to note that,

incidentally, legs turn to rubber, knees to water, and feet to

stone or sand.)

10. If we did not have labels to go on everything,
we would be in a hurt.

(Possibly a dialectal characteristic, ,fl is replacing fix,

a more common idiom in north Texas usage.)

11. The best thing for one to do is to study hard
from the beginning to the last.

(Bnd, not lat, is the traditional idiom for this context.)

12. He changed his name because he got filled up with
people mispronouncing it.

(Though not too far removed from filled, fed up is the

common phrase.)

13. That's a story with a different horse.

(The use of horse for ending or ~tist may derive from the

idiom a horse of a different color.)
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14. He's just adding more dirt to the fire.

(Dirt has taken the place of fue.)

15. I'm all fingers today.

(Thumbs are the phalanges customarily used in this context.)

16. 1 had it right on the tip of my neck.

(Tongje has here been usurped by k

17. Don't wiggle your nose at it.

(Ordinarily, one's nose is tur u; ears are wiggled.)

18. We hit a blind corner,

(Corner is substituted for alle. )

19. As the saying goes, if you can't fight them, join
them.

(This is a more pacifying bit of advice than the usual 4fyt
cantL beatthemjoin them.)

20. Never has she received the big head.

(The tone of this sentence hints that it may have been written

by a non-English speaking person; gotten swelled head would

have been more idiomatic.)

24. A first class unsuspecting customer will, nine
chances out of ten, be a fat woman.

(Chances is substituted for fls.)

22. Money is what makes the world spin.

( i is substituted for turn or go 'round.)

23. She told me which car had the right-a-way every
time I got in a jam,

(The use of a for of in right-a-way may result from a lack of

phonological distinction, both a and off being pronounced E83.)
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24. This in my idea is the greatest tribute to college
football.

(Idea is substituted for opinion.)

25. 1 would think after one or two times of this she
would leave enough alone, but it never stopped.

(Well has disappeared from the expression leave well enough

alone.)

26. What would even be worse would be if I saw her
with a strange ring around her neck.

(That is, hung around her neck as a pendant or a necklace to

indicate an informal engagement.)

27. Some of the characteristics of daylight are the
rustling and bustling of people.

(Rustling has replaced hustling.)

28. He told them what was right to wrong.

(To has replaced ;and compare example 6 on page 97,)

29. There is a time for everything and everything has
its time.

(Analogous to there is place for everything, etc.)

Group V--Coined Expressions

This group contains idiomatic expressions that have

apparently been newly coined. Some are built by analogy from

traditional phraseology, and a few derive from a peculiar

trade or activity. While most may be found only in isolated

idiolects, some, as the first example below, may well spread

into more general usage.

1 *James Brown is considered by his fans as being full
of soul. This means he has rhythm and plenty of it.
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2. Craig did not run track, however.

(To run track means to participate in athletic foot racing.)

3. To waste any portion of a moment is like throwing
a one-dollar bill down a sewer line.

(This expression is notable for its specificity; more common

is the general phrase l.ke throwing money away.)

4. 1 personally feel that hating Negroes is wrong
because they are as equal as we are.

(Contrast they are equaa to us, and compare the following

sentence.)

5. My work is just as equal as hers.

6. Let a dead dog lie dead.

(Derived from let sleeping dogs lie?)

7. He had five fouls and fell out of the game.

(That is, stopped playing.)

8. Wouldn't that frost you?

(That is, shock, surprise or insult you.)

9. Don't be a three-dollar bill; there are too many
in the world already.

(There are tw possible interpretations of this expression;

the writer may be chiding one not to be a false, undependable

person, or he may be advising one not to be commonplace, having

inadvertently used the phrase three-dollarbill for one-dollar

10. He gets mad and blows his head off.

(That is, loses his temper; perhaps derived from blow off

steam or blow up.)
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11. No one is asking the well-adjusted person to be
a weak fish.

(That is, a weak-willed person.)

12. My job was working the rack.

(This is a job-related jargon, meaning to put mail in cubi-

cles.)

13. I was scared lifeless.

(Similar but more generally used idioms include scared

speechless, scared stiff and Qcared to death.)

14. If one doesn't like the food, he is in bad luck.

(That is,, out of luck.)



CHAPTER XV

CONCLUSION

The foregoing chapters have examined expressions

varying from accepted &tglish idiom as they appear in the

current writing of undergraduate students at North Texas

State University. The chapter divisions represent merely

a convenient classification to aid in the discussion of

different types of idiomatic variants ; doubtless, there are

numerous other systems- of classification that would function

as, well.

The determination that certain usages are idiomatic

variants has, in each case, been made after "the test of

familiarity and a criterion of pattern""' have been applied;

those usages falling outside the range of choices allowed

by the idiomatic pattern of the language have been discussed

as variants, understandable in most cases but structurally,

phonologically, syntactically or orthographically deviant

from the usually accepted standard.

Chapter titles and discussions have been kept as free

as possible of words connoting a judgement on the usage being

discussed, for "real grammar, vast, deep, perennial, has

1 Graham Wilson, A Linguistics Reader (New York, 1967),
p. -310.
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plenty of room for eccentricities and what are supposed to

be gaucheries and violations."2 Finally, those who would

consider this paper a listing of gramatical errors are

referred to Sledd's comment that "many teachers of English

represent good idiomatic English as bad usage," 3 and

although the expressions discussed herein vary from the

accepted standard, they are certainly idiomatic insofar

as they arise from the natural, unpolished usage of native

speakers of English.

2o. Carroll Hollis, "Whitman and the American Idiom,"
The 2arterl Journal of Leech, XLIII, 1o. 4 (December,
T97)>420, citing itman, an unpublished, untitled
essay.

3James Sledd, "Grammar or Gramarye?" A Linguistics
Reader, p. 128.



APPENDIX

L. SAMPLING OF DEFINITffNS OF IIOM

It became apparent during the course. of this study

that the definitions of idiom are many and multifarious,

some authors using the tenm in a fairly restricted and some-

what technical sense, others in a more generalized and even

nebulous manner. This appendix provides a ready reference

to many of the definitions encountered and may give some

indication of the puzzling aspects that idiom has for many

students of language. Those contemplating further reading

will perhaps be able to judge the relative -quality of the

bibliographical ref erences, by the quality of the following

definitions, Complete identification of authors and titles

is contained in the bibliography.

Clark, Form and ftyl:

Unidiomatic expressions are expressions which--
however grammatical end logical--violate the rules
of usage, the final court of appeal in the language.

Gorrell, Modern Enlish Handbook:

Since language lives and grows by custom,, good speech
rests; upon the speech habits of the users of a lan-
guage. These crystallized speech habits are called
the idiom of the languge. Since idioms grow from
speech habits, they may change with time and place
or be characteristic only of the speech of limited
groups. of people. The appropriateness of some idioms,
therefore, is hard to determine. Many idioms have
become common colloquially but are not appropriate
in standard English.

105
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Hockett, , Corein ModenLinglisi caz

An individual may react to conventional circumstances
with a bit of speech which is somewhat unconventional
. . . being understood because of context. Given any
such novelty . . . of expression . . . the event be-
stows special meaning on the linguistic form which is,
used, and the latter becomes idiomatic.

Hook, Modern American andUEa *

Substandard English is not idiomatic, it deviates
from the usage of people whom it is customary to call
cultivated, or it is limited to a comparatively small
geographical area. For example, "Beints he us already
late, he done decide not to pay her no mind" .
illustrates all these characteristics. Beins is un-
idiomatie for because; . . . done decide for djcQed
may be either a provincialism or a f aulty idiom.

Jensen, Modern Comgftion and etorie:

An idiom . . . is a particular expression character-
istie of one language but not found in others. The
test of an idiom is that it cannot be translated into
another language and remain natural and characteristic.

Jones, T ePden Handbook:

Idiom: A highly individualized expression often not
grammatically regular, but yet natural and proper to
a language. Each is a law unto itself.

Kierzek, fThe fMacmilHa ndbook of English:

An idiom is an expression peculiar to a language. An
idiom may be (it is not always, so) irrational, untrans-
latable, even ungrammatical. Many idioms border on
slang; many of the idioms now accepted as part of the
language were roundly denounced by cultivated but
squeamish English gentlemen of a former day.

Kitzhaber, Handbook for M.9 2pSition:

The word idiom refers to the typical patterns used in
a particular language to express meaning. Idiom means
a commonly used set or fixed sequence of words for
which literal, word-for-word interpretation is difficult.
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Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures:

"Idiomsfl--expressions peculiar to a language--are.
identifiable as we compare two languages rather than
within a language itself. An expression which may
seem to a native speaker to belong exclusively to
his language may be quite natural to speakers ofanother language and would therefore not be an "idiom"
to them. If we should find on comparing an expression
in a variety of languages that it is strange to .* .
nearly all of them, we would be justified in calling
it an idiom in general, but even then the statement
would be meaningless in those cases in which another
language had a parallel expression.

McCrimmon, Writing 1= a . Purpose:

Every language contains a host of expressions which
are not subject to logical analysis but are so char-
acteristic that until one has learned to use them
naturally he has not mastered the language. These
expressions are called idioms. Because idioms are
traditional rather than logical, they cannot be
learned by rules. . * . They are used by all classes
of people and are therefore elements common to both
standard and nonstandard speech.

Perrin, Writer's Guide an dIndex to. Llish:

Every language has a number of expressions that cannot
be easily analyzed according to their general gram-
matical patterns and yet are in good use, These single
or very limited patterns are called idioms. Some
idioms are survivals of very early patterns of ex-
pression. . . . Others are made for convenience or
to fill some need. . . . Since these idioms are reallyformulas, they should be used in their standard
form. . .

Potter, Langiagg in the Modern World*

Languages vary considerably in their use of idioms
or "private turns, of phrase"f-idiotisms as they werecalled in seventeenth century E!i ih, French idio-
ismea, German - eintemlcbkeiten "language

peculiarities." Idioms are forms of expression ap-proved by usage, but often ungrammatical and illogical,
Some have been inherited from older periods of the
language. . . . Others arise from contamination oftwo syntactic structures. . . . Others again resultfrom ellipsis of some phrase or clause, . . . Many



idioms have their beginnings in picturesque meta-
phors. * . . Many idioms, too, express a different
way of viewing a situation, as when the French ask
DePuis g qnd demurezo-vous jfParis? "Since when do
you dwell at Pafi ?'"

Rorabacher, A Concise Guide to Composition:

An idiom is; a form of expression so peculiar to a
single language that it doesn't make sense if trans-
lated literally into another.

Sagarin, The AnatoEy of Dir Words#

Idiom in the making: These are the words and phrases
that are neither blasphemous nor dirty, but have slang-
like inelegance. They are homey expressions that have
not gained wide acceptance by that amorphous and unof-
ficial "academy" that seeks to rule the English language.

Shaf fer, McGra*-Ilill Handbook jkf Enlijht

Idiom is the manner of expression characteristic: of a
language. Many idioms defy grammatical analysis; but
because they are sanctioned by current usage, they are
looked upon as correct.

Shaw, A C e Course in Freshman 4gmlih:

Idiom means the forms or variety of expression of a
language, the characteristic way in which it is put
together. An idiom, as distinct from idiom, is a.
structural form peculiar to a language. Normally,
an idiom is an accepted word or phrase which violates.
grammar, or logic, or both.

Stevens, Glossary or College Egjjsh:

Idiom: An expression peculiar to one language.
Usually the meaning of an idiom cannot be adduced
from the literal meanings of its component words,

Wykoff, ThHarper Handbook of College Compsition:

English idiom or unidiomatic English concerns words
not used alone but in combination with others:. The
key to an explanation of idiom and idiomatic is pjr-
ticulaity and eculiaritx. Of Greek origin, the wordmeant a private citizen, something belonging to a
private citizen, personal," and, by extension, some-
thing individual and peculiar.
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